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FAMOUS EASTER PLAY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
To Be Presented Friday Evening In
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
Lincolnville
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
"St. Claudia," a three-act Easter
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established play of outstanding merit will be pre'n IB$8 In 1874 the Courier was cstab- Ranted at the United Christian
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Augusta is having another boxing
exhibition tomorrow night, with j
Ossie Stewart and Manny Davis
slated for the main bout. The show
has local interest as there will be
two Rockland boys in the prelims—
Cyclone Hooper, meeting Kid Gilbert
of Augusta; and Young Smith
meeting Young Burns of Winthrop.
"Two sea lions" is the way the post
ers advemi.se the latter bout .
WlBi
*
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GOLD STANDARD ABANDONED

THE AMERICAN LEGION DRUM AND BUGLE
CORPS OF ROCKLAND

For

-■r

“Cod/isA
.4risfocracy”

Careful

Drivers

Another Play of Maine Life By

SAFE
AUTO
INSURANCE

ADELYN BUSHNELL
SPLENDID CAST HEADED BY

ADELYN BUSHNELL

With up to 40% Saving
COMPARE!

MARSHALL BRADFORD

Claims

Public

Liability and
Damage

Property

Present Semi-annual Net Prem

Investigate

iums after deducting dividends

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
APRIL 24 AND 25

Paid

Promptly

OPERA HOUSE, CAMDEN
MONDAY, MAY 1

Ford, Chevrolet, Plymouth
$6.30

Buick, Chrysler, DeSoto. Essex.
Oldsmobile. Pontiac
$8.10
Cadillac, llud-on 6. Big Marmon.
Packard
$10.50

Our

Record

“A Maine Company For Maine People”
Keep Maine Money In Maine

ALL SEATS. 50 CENTS

On Sale By All Legionnaires
46-48

Maine Mutual Automobile Insurance Co.
S. E. NORWOOD, Agent, NARRAGANSETT HOTEL. PHONE 340

A Permanent Position
An exce’lent opportunity for a man who has a good acquaint
ance and business experience in Knox County; a man between 30
and 45 years of age, with initiative, judgment and salesmanship
ability. This opening is with an old New England financial insti
tution with scorer of satisfied clients in this vicinity. In replying,
state age and business experience.

Write C. M. L., Courier-Gazette Office

Rockland, Maine
47-48&50

ON TIIE STAGE

IN PERSON

The Katahdin Mountaineers

M

DR. C. HAROLD JAMESON
has removed his office to

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

PARK

REAL
ANNOUNCEMENT

A CHARTER NIGHT

NEWEST MEMBER OF SENTER CHAIN

Ruth Mayhew Tent, D. U. V.

bury — More Concerning

Has a Happy Gathering

His War Record

On Patriots Day

Ruth Mayhew Tent observed
The body of Gen Adelbert Ames,
charter members’ night at its meet
who had been the last surviving
ing Monday, the occasion being a
Union general of the Civil War,
most happy one. The national
Tuesday was borne to a warrior's
colors were used in the dining room
grave. As a bugle soundedi taps and
decorations, and the excellent sup
the echoes of a parting volley rolled
along the hills, his casket was low
per was in charge of Mrs. Ava Jackered to its last resting place in a
son, Mrs. May Cross and Mrs. Allie
family plot in Hildreth cemetery,
Blackington.
Tewksbury, Mass.
Prior to the evening business ses
Gen. Ames died in Florida last Frision, a delightful program was pre
day at the age of 97.
sented. featuring “The Singing Sis
Except for delegations represent
ters" — Ruth Gregory. Mary Oinn
ing the Legion of Valor, the U. 8.
and Nathalie Jones — with Mrs.
Military Academy, Grand Army of
Charlotte Jackson at the piano;
the Republic and the American Le
solos by Norma Seavey, and an
gion, services at Gen. Ames' Tewks
original skit by Mrs. Mary Cooper in
bury home were private. They were
which the names of the members
conducted by Rev. Charles W. Hunt
were cleverly concealed for guessing.
This is the large Bangor store of the Kineo Mill End Co., latest addition to Mrs. Eliza Plummer, patriotic in
ington of Waltham, an old friend.
The Courier-Gazette has already the State-wide chain of department and dry goods stores operated by W. F. structor. arranged the program.
published an extended obituary of its Senter of Brunswick and his associates.
An Invitation was extended the
distinguished son. but the review ol,
Tent to attend the reception in
his life, as found in the New York |
Portland Saturday evening, for Mrs.
Herald Tribune reveals much worthy
Hazel Merriman, national president.
| of repuiblication. Here are a few ex- !
A tidy sum was realized from the
cerpts:
Biddeford Pool, April 17 I table was "set up" on the edge of tlie birthday bags, with Mrs. Carrie
"Adelbert Ames crowded Into 15 Editor of “On My Set";—
[ fire zone about a block from where Brown receiving the mystery. Birth
years enough achievement for a nor
day bags were again distributed, and
In "On My Set" you call attention the fire started.
mal lifetime. His fame as a soldier
I was also on duty at the Salem fire Mrs. Lizzie French and Mrs. Carrie
to
the
25th
anniversary
of
the
great
| was established before he was 30 and
! 'have forgotten dntel 36 hours under House appointed housekeepers for
j he was only 40 when he returned to Chelsea fire. At that time I nas practically same circums-tances. I
the next meeting. Readings of Jef
New York with most of his work be- working for the Western Union in the 1 was slated for Bangor during its big
ferson and Buchanan, were present
i hind him.
main office, then located at 109 State fire, but escaped this “Joy ride" ed by Mrs. Ava Jackson and Mrs.
"When the first battle of Bull Run street, Boston. I was one of the through the kindness of J. B Rex.
Stella McRae.
was fought, July 21, 1861. btlore an "Emergency squad" sent to Chelsea, chief operator. I was one ol the squad
Charter members present were
audience of members of Congress.! on duty 48 hours with no relief, sand- j of 15 operators sent to Halifax. N. S..
Mrs.
Mary Cooper, Mrs. Lizzie
government officials and society wom wlches and coffee being served at my at the time of the great destruction
en. who drove out from Washington "telegraph table" which was made in that city, wc were tied there three French. Mrs. Irene Winslow. Mrs.
Lena Rokes, Mrs. Bessie Haraden,
in their carriages, the young lieu from a soap box built up to the weeks.
F. L. Clark,
Mrs. Carrie Brown, Mrs May Cross,
tenant was commanding a part ot proper height with board legs. This
14 Ocean street, Rockland.
Mrs. Carrie House and Mrs Mary
Griffin's battery. He was wounded
Brewster.
in the leg. but refused to leave the 'Fighting Joe,’ in the saddle at the
Ruth Mayhew Tent. D.U.V., was
field. His men propped him up on, head of ‘the finest army on the ELMIRA T. BEVERAGE
organized
May 23. 1932. under the
a caisson and he continued to direct planet,’ Col Ames was the general’s
Death of North Haven’s Old jurisdiction of Mrs. Annie L.
the fire. In the mad retreat after aide during the Chancellorsville cam
est Woman—Survived a Arnold, department president. Mrs.
the battle he clung to his caisson and paign in early May. May 20 he was
Minnie Clark was the first presi
reached Washington safely.
appointed a brigadier general of vol
Bad Accident I 3 Years
dent. serving from May to January,
“Thirty-two years later, when he ' unteers and commanded a division at
I had settled on his estate at Tewks-1 Beverley's Ford. As the army assem
After an illness of ten days Mrs. then followed by Mrs Lena Rokes,
'• bury. Congress voted him the Con- [ bled in southern Pennsylvania before Elmira Tolman Beverage. 94. died of one year; Mrs. Annie Eaton, six
months; Mrs. Lizzie French, one and
! gressional Medal of Honor 'for re the battle of Gettysburg Gen. Ames
pneumonia. April 13. at her home at
one-half years; Mrs. Mary Cooper,
maining upon the field of Bull Run was leading the 2d Brigade 1st Divi
Pulpit Harbor. She was native of two years; Mrs. Irene Winslow, two
after being severely wounded.’
sion, 11th Corps.
North Haven, and bom March 22, years, and Mrs. Eliza Plummer, two
"But, slowly as Congress might
"July 1, the first day of the battle,
move, Lieut. Ames’ superiors were not he led his brigade, but so heavy was 1839, on the farm that is now the years. The Tent has 49 members on
Being twice Its present roll.
remiss in acknowledging hls valor. On the slaughter of officers that on the Zimmerman estate.
The charter members at the time
the night of the battle he was brevet- second and third days he command married, her first husband was Wil
of organization were Mrs. Mary
ted a major, the citation running, ed the entire division and was brevet
liam Beverage, and her second hus
'for gallant and meritorious services ted a colonel in the regular army.
Cooper, Mrs. Minnie Clark. Mrs. 8.
at Bull Run.' The brevet meant that Later he took part in the siege of band Hanford W Beverage who died Helen Paladino. Mrs. Irene Winslow,
he was entitled to bear a higher rank Cne rleston, S. C., fought under in 1901. For 58 years Mrs. Beverage Mrs. Fanny Bickmore, Mrs. Lizzie
than that for which he was receiv Grant at Cold Harbor, and then, with had lived in the home at Pulpit Har French. Mrs. Emma Douglass. Miss
ing pay.
the Army of the James, was at the bor. At 81 years of age she had the Mabel Qreeley. Mrs. Elizabeth Mur“In the spring of 1862 hls wound front in the operation against Peters misfortune to fall and break her hip. ray, Mrs. Adelaide Chat to, Misses
healed, he was in the war again, with burg in the fall of 1864. After the fall
Frances and Ada Burpee. Mrs. Lena
the 20th Maine Infantry, fighting its of Fort Fisher, on March 13, 1865. he An invalid the remainder of her life Rokes, Mrs. Bessie Haraden. Miss
way up the Peninsula under McClel was brevetted brigadier general. Im from this mishap she always mani- Elizabeth Nash. Mrs. C. Louise Libby,
lan, toward Richmond. At the battle mediately, on an order from the War
Mrs. Carrie Brown, Miss Dorothy
of Malvern Hill, July 1, 1862, he dis Department, his rank was raised to
Snow, Mrs. Octavia Bartlett. Mrs.
tinguished himself again and was major general. He already was a
May Cross. Mrs. Leola Rose, Mrs.
brevetted lieutenant colonel. Aug. 20 major general of volunteers, this
Minnie Cobb. Mrs. Carrie House,
he was appointed cq^onel of his regi honorary rank having been conferred
Miss Chorice Thomas, Mrs. Frances
ment, but since the regiment was in on him in January.
Young, Mrs. Lena B. Cables, Mrs.
the volunteer corps, it was not a rank
“In late years Gen. Ames had been
Mary Brewster, Mrs.
Elizabeth
in the regular army.
known principally as the golfing
Brown and Mrs. Aublgfte Haraden.
•"He led his regiiment at Antietam partner of John D. Rockefeller at
Of these members Mrs. Clark. Mrs.
on Sept. 17. 1862. when McClellan Ormond Beach. Fla. Once after
Elizabeth Brown. Mrs. Bartlett and
turned back the first of Lee's great watching the general, drive, Mr.
Mrs. Cobb have died.
thrusts at the North. He fought at Rockefeller took his driver away
the disastrous rout of Fredericks from him.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
burg. on Dec. 11 of that year, otter
“ ‘You must go back slowly with
Burnside had succeeded McClellan your club,' Mr. Rockefeller tolfl him.
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read home poetry
as commander of the Army of the ‘and describe a perfect circle.’ He
and listen to some music at least onca
a week. The losa of these tutea la a
Potomac.
drove the ball 150 yards down the
loss of happiness —Charles Darwin.
“When the fighting began In the center of the course. Gen. Ames tested a remarkable patience, cheer
THERE'S NAE LUCK ABOUT THE
fulness
and
endurance.
In
all
the
spring of 1863, with Gen. Hooker, followed instructions and drove as
HOUSE
intervening
years
she
had
the
con

for. ‘Am I myself or somebody else?'
And are ye sure the news Is true?
And are ye sure he's weel?
stant
and
untiring
care
of
her
daugh

he asked ln wonder. "That Isn’t like
Is this the time to think o' wark?
ter Miss Isa E. Beverage.
Ye Jades, lay by your wheel;
me.'
Is this the time to spin a thread.
On
the
occasion
of
Mrs.
Beverage
’
s
“Slight of frame and mild of- man
When Colin's at the door?
Reach down my cloak. I'll to the
George Bernard Shaw says: “To ner. but retaining the keen eye and 94th birthday, many friends called
quay.
to
see
her,
and
sent
cards
of
greeting
And see him come ashore
make the world better, read my crisp speech of the soldier. General
and
love.
It
was
a
very
happy
day
Ames did not believe there was much
book.”
For there's nae luck about the house.
There's nae luck at a';
of a future in the profession of arms. for her A beautiful Christian charac
There's little pleasure ln the house.
“Like most soldiers, General Ames ter, a woman of noble and unfalter
When our gudeman's awa'
had little use for epigrams or recipes ing faith, and member of the And gle to me my blgonet.
‘Get out and ride and read my ads"
My bishop's satin gown:
for long life and happy old age, but North Haven Baptist Church from
For I maun tell the balllle's wife
on his birthday he admitted hW be girlhood, she took a vital interest in
That Colin's In the town
NILO’S GARAGE
slippers mnun gae on,
lief in the old motto, ‘TpII the truth everything that had to do with the MyMyTurkey
S. NILO SPEAR
stocking pearly blue:
welfare of the community, the coun
and shame the devil.’
It's a' to pleasure our gudeman.
47’lt
For he's balth leal and true.
try, the church and the world at
large
Rise, lass, and make a clean fireside.
Put on the muckle pot;
Besides her daughter Miss Isa
Gle little Kate her button gown
Couples’
Beverage she is survived by two sons
And Jock hls Sunday coat;
mak their shoon as black as
George F. Beverage of Brookline, Andslaes.
Graceful Skating Contest
Their hose as white as snaw;
Mass., and Clarence S. Beverage of
It's a' to please my aln gudeman.
at the
Rockland, also a step-daughter Mrs
For he's been long awa'.
Alice M Thomas of Hingham, Mass. There's twa fat hens, upo' the coop
Funeral services were held at the
Been fed this month and malr;
Mak haste and thraw their necks
home Sunday afternoon conducted by
about.
That Colin weel may fare;
the pastor of the church. Rev.
And spread the table neat and clean.
Henry F. Huse. Interment was in the
Gar Ilka thing look braw.
For wha can tell how Colin fared
family lot in the Fuller cemetery.
When he was far awa ?
TONIGHT
The bearers were Lloyd Whitmore,
BARGAIN
47* It
Sae true hts heart, sae smooth hls
Ned Dyer, Jesse Brown and Fred
speech.
HUNTERS
Hls breath like caller air;
Carver.

SERVED IN GREAT CATASTROPHES

PRESENTS

?

Volume 88.................... Number 47

GEN. AMES' BURIAL

Body Laid At Rest In Tewks

In a day of historic financial American prices, stabilize the world
action , President Roosevelt moved exchanges on a revised gold basis and
boldly forward last night for con expand the use of currency.
The swiftly executed maneuvers by
trolled inflation on an international
the confident President brought a
scale.
turbulent reaction throughout the
He swung the United States off the world. American stock ar.d com
gold standard tn the world trade as an modity prices Shot upward. The dol
Claudia is portrayed by Miss Helen opening shot and sanctioned legisla
lar fell off In the world exchanges.
young who
such good work as
tion giving him broad authority to Wall Street quotations on foreign
the leading player in last year’s
,
carry through his program to lift currency rose spectacularly.
Camden High School senior play.
Arthur Hebert, well known in this
Willard Calderwood, Donald Heald,
The judges of the competition fc
vicinity for his many years of proBarbara
Heal,
Bessie
Heal,
Laura
harmonica
and rhythm bands to be
fessional stage work, plays Judas
Iscariot. Others In the cast include Hall, and Miss Idona Cole will render 1 held Saturday afternoon in Portland
music appropriate to the various
Ivan Young, who takes the part oi
1 under the auspices of the Junior De
scenes. The play will be repeated
Pilate, Cranston Dean, Linwood
Sunday night at Lincolnville Beach partment of the Maine Federation of
Cilley, Laura Hall, Bessie Heald. Irma
at the Federated Church for those Music Clubs are Mrs. Dawn Conant
McKinney, Bertrand Eugley, George
unable to see lt Friday night. Grant of Auburn. Mrs. Mildred StockHardy, Orover Bridges and Irwin
Though well deserving of good admis bridge Bennett of Freeport and Mrs.
Heald. Mrs. R. S. Knight has charge
sion price, only a silver offering will Helen M. Dolley of Limerick. Miss
of properties and scenery. Herbert
be received on account of the un j Louise H. Armstrong of Portland has
Brown is managing the colored
settled financial condition in the local charge of the contests and Miss Ruth
lights, and a choir, Lincoln Young,
vicinity and the desire of those in , Burke, also of Portland is chairman
iiiiiiuniiiiiiimmifliiiii
charge that everyone may see lt.
of the committee on judges.

THREE CENTS A COPY

H

Thursday
Issue

FRIDAY NIGHT ONLY

"COUNTRY STORE”
AINE
OUNTAIN
ERRY
AKERS

Valuable Gifts Given Away

MAYNARD MARSTON
Master of Ceremonies

ON THE SCREEN

10 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

G. B. S. vs. S. N. S.

Practice Limited to Surgery
46-48

NILO says:

TOWN OF

WALDOBORO
Wants loan of $5,000

SPANISH VILLA

or $10,000 in antici

RINK

pation of taxes—bank

or individual Jt Jt Jt

It

TO LET

APPLY

APARTMENTS
IN THE BICKNELL
Rent Reduced

SELECTMEN
WALDOBORO, MAINE
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES
I

16 LINCOLN ST.

You’ll find It interest
ing and profitable . . .
and you'll find the
BARGAINS you're
looking for.

The Courier-Gazette

Apply

Mrs. B. B. Smith
46-47

READ

TEL. 264
45-tf

WANT ADS

At a preliminary speaking contest
I eld at the High School Friday aft
ernoon Bernadette Snow of the senior
class was chosen to represent tlie
.jchool at the Lydia O. Spear contest
which takes place at Winslow Apri!
28. Miss Snow will present “The Beau
of Bath.” If the school decides tc
participate in tlie University ef Maine
contest taking place on the same
date, Margaret Halliday will be th-1
representative.

Hls very foot has music ln 't
As he comes up the stair
And will I see hls face again?
And will I hear him speak?
I'm downright dizzy wl’ the thought.
In troth I'm like to greet!

II Colin's weel, and weel content.
I hae nae malr to crave:
And gin I live to keep him sae.
rm blest aboon the lave:
And will I see his face again.
And will I hear him speak?
I'm downright dizzy wl' the thought.
In troth I'm like to greet.
For there's nae luck about the house.
There's use luck st a';
There's little pleasure In the house,
When our gudeman's awa'.
—Jean Adams.

Every-Other-Day
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PARK THEATRE

WARREN

The Courier-Gazette

ROCKPORT

three-times-a week

Funeral services lor Ex-Senator

Heralded as one of the outstanding
Mrs. Mary Richmond was in Rock
land Wednesday afternoon to attend
pictures of the season, "Face in the
If ye then, being evil, know how Arthur B. Packard were held TucsI the funeral services of her nephew J
Sky" comes for th© weekend.
to give good gifts unto your chil- day afternoon at the Methodist
Samuel Hull who died Sunday. She
Spencer Tracy, Marian Nixon and
tJ.-en, how much more shall your Church with Rev. F. F. Fowle offli will remain for a few days with her
Stuart Erwin have the leading roles
Father which is in Heaven give good ciating. assisted by Rev. J. C. Macsister Mrs. Sarah Hull.
things to them that ask Him?—Mat- Donald of the Rockland First Bapin this tale of a traveling young signRev. and' Mrs. H. I. Holt have
thew 7:11.
tist Church. The large attendance
beard artist whose dreams of man-ymoved to Rockport where they have
_
and the numerous and beautiful
| mg an heiress fade when he falls in
' reopened their home for the sumlove with a little country girl. Whim
LEGION DRUM CORPS floral tributes evidenced the high | tner season.
esteem in which Mr. Packard was
BaUrs-.
sically handled details of farm life, a
Sunday morning at the Congrega
The Organization Which Is held, not onlv in his home town but
free-for-all fight between tne painter
tional Church the pastor will speak
and his helper against the farmer
Presenting "Codfish Aris- throughout the State. The bearers on "The Blue-print of Life.” The
i resuumg v.
were £rnest
and charles Bur.
and his son, a kidnapping unawares,
sermon
subject
for
the
evening
wor

tocracy Next \\ eek
roughs of Rockland, Capt. Ernest
the ‘“rescue" of the girl by a venge
Soda
ship will be, "Fingerprints and Other
In view of the presentation of Torrey and Bert Gregory. In terful bridegroom, her escape and des
Marks of Recognition."
AKED RIGHT "■
••Codfish Aristocracy" in Thomaston, ment was in Amesbury Hill cemeperate search through New York for
Mrs. Doris French of Quincy f Jjmeans baked just the
Crackers
her lover, and a unique reunion all
Monday and Tuesday nights, under tery.
spent the weekend with Mrs. Henri
the auspices of the Winslow-HolMrs. Marion Cash was hostess to
punctuate the progress of the story.
way Maine folks like
etta French.
As an added attraction Friday and
brook Drum and Bugle Corps, lt ls an the Tuesday Afternoon Bridge Cluo
their
crackers.
Flaky,
The circle of Ivy Chapter. OE S
°NE pouNo
opportune time to acquaint the pub- at her home on Commercial street,
Saturday
the theatre will have its
tender, yet u bolesome nod
met Tuesday afternoon with Mrs.
first stage entertainment in sonn
lie with the story and personnel of Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews, acsatisfying. And slightly
Grace Wyllie. seven members pres
tune. The Katahdin Mountaineers
the Corps, which already has taken a companied by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ent. The next meeting will be May j salted to please the appe
to
are real Maine boys and have been in
prominent place among the State studley of Glencove. attended the
16. at the home of Mrs. Nellie
tite. That’s why N.B.C;
Rcckland twice before and were so
organizations.
Easter services Sunday at the First
Wellington.
SODAS are so popular.
) well liked that the management has
The enthusiasm of the members ot Baptist Church in Rockland, after
Mrs. Harry Swift who has been
again brought them to Rcckland, this
Winslow-Ho’.brook Post for a drum which Mr. and Mrs. Andrews were
Always oven-fresh, too,
very ill at her home at East Warren
i time on a Friday and Saturday.
corps was aroused when attending the dinner guests at the Studley home.
for they're made right
National Convention in Boston in! Mrs. Wilma Rhodes. East Side is reported to be improving some
Another attraction will oe the Counhere in Maine. The big
what.
1
try
Store Night Friday night only
September, 1930. The early part of sub-primary and first grade teach• • • •
1-pound or 2-pound
with many valuable gifts to be given
1931 saw the local organization a er reports the following pupils not
Miss Bertha Starrett of Malden
package is the thrifty size
reality. The purpose is to create and absent since the Christmas vacation: is spending the week in town.
FREE!.. . “Menu Magic" is a i away free to holders of lucky num
to
buy. Remember the
bers. Maynard Marston will act as
maintain interest in the American sub-primary. Robert Fowle. Shirley
cook
book every woman needs
Mrs. Charles Skinner is ill.
name—N.B.C. SODAS.
every day. Your copy is free. Just
master of ceremonies with additional
Legion of Rockland and Knox Coun- staples; grade one, Priscilla CrockSupt. Frank D. Rowe acted as one
write to National Biscuit Company.
lcial stage talent to be presented durty, and to establish a definite activity ett Mary Hawkins. Allegra Noyes, of the judges at the speaking con
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
449 West 14th Street. New York
i ing the Country Store by members of
for participation in local, county and
staples; grade two, Marjorie test in which the sophomores of
1 the Betty Boop and Bimbo Club
State Legion celebrations. The earl> Brodis. Caroline Burns. Betty Cav- Rockland High School participated
■ Country Store night will be held
beginnings were under the supervi- anaugh, Mary Daucett, Marjorie Friday evening.
every Friday night and prizes will be
sion of Augustus B. Huntley, presi- Noyes
Roberta Simmons. These
Clayton Littlchale and Carl Oxton
awarded at 8 30 between the first and
dent; George Jackson, treasurer; having the distinction of not
caught several fine trout Tuesday,
Lawrence Leach, secretary; Milton being absent this year Marjorie
s? second shows which will give all pcothree caught by the former meas- i
pie at the first and second shows an
French and Ervin Curtis, business Brodls
Daucett, Roberta
uring 17, 16 and 15 inches in length,
managers; and Vance Norton, drum Simmons, Robert Fowle and Prisopportunity to draw a prize. There
the latter getting one which also
will be no advance in prices Friday
major.
cilia Crockett.
measured 15 inches.
Through donations and proceeds
and Saturday—adv.
Miss Barbara Richardson has re
Funeral services were held at the Thomaston High Will Depend Much Upon Them—
from entertainments, the con* was turnM frQm *
of onfi
Curtis parlors in Bath Wednesdaj
WITH THE BOWLERS
able to purchase playing equipment.
jn
Simmons Probable Pitching Ace
afternoon for Herbert F. Pushard
using the white sweater, blue pants
Miss Helen Dunbar was hostess who died at North Warren. InterThe Rockland girls' team defeated
and the regulation Legion hat lor
Monday
evening to the Trytohelp mentwas at West Dresden. Surviving
Principal Creighton of Thomaston cock. Stone, Brown. Johnson and the Augusta Capitol girls at the
parade purposes. As interest devel
Club with 18 members present. At relatives are a daughter Mrs. Ruth High School who acts in the dual ca Doyle.
Recreation alleys by 133 pins, the exoped. funds were raised to purchase
the business session plans were dis Percy of Woolwich, son Edgar Push
The infield, as now being whipped , act ameunt of its margin in tlie last
the present equipment and uniforms
pacity of athletic coach, surveys the
cussed for a public supper to be ard of Bath, and sister Mrs. Lucy
into shane, looks like Burns lb. Doyle rtrirg. Miss Varney cf the visiting
which have received favorable com
leaden skies of April somewhat dubiserved in the near future. When Beals of Mattapan, Mass.
or Caven 2b. Simmons and Keefe al- | (earn dcl'ghted its backers by bowlment throughout the county and
the hour for refreshments arrived
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Wilson and eusly as he wonders how certain posi ternatir-g at third, and Anderson ss. ing a string of 116, the only girl to
other ports of the State where this
two
birthday
cakes
handsomely
Perry and Verge are certain to be in get into the century class. Naturally
j two daughters or Worcester were tions are to be filled on his baseball
corps has been on parade. The presthe outer garden with Keefe anti she had high total.
ent uniform follows the lines of that decorated were brought in and weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. team this season.
The major problem is the box, for Caven as the third man ln the arc
The Rockland girls who took on
worn bv the bovs during the World P^ed
the President. Mr. Charles Wilson, going thence tc
this
year there's no Ifemy to fall back when not otherwise engaged. F. the Waterville girls the same night
War. It is made up of the regulation Christine Currier, and the meeting Waldoboro where they will visit Mr.
upon. Simmons who pitched som Eucklin will be substitute catcher.
were net quite so joyful, as they were
Legion coat, golden yellow breeches, became a surprise party in honor of and Mrs. Andrew Wilson.
Coach Creighton pins his faith on beaten 127 pins. E. Loubie had high
golden yellow helmet, black puttees, her anniversary. She was also preMiss Mildred Spear is with her last year will probably be the ace,
white belts and golden yellow shoul- sented with a pocketbook from the parents Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Spear with R. Bucklin. Keefe and Perry apt three fence-busting batters—Verge s tring 190) and high total. The sum
der cords. The Legion blue and members.
at East Warren for an indefinite to be called into the limelight. All of Grafton and Burns. His schedule fol maries:
• • • •
time. She has been employed at them heave the ball from the star lows:
golden yellow are colors taken from
April 22—Ellsworth at Thomaston.
Roc kland-Augusta
the Legion Post flag, which ls standGLENCOVE
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles board side.
When Henderson left school he left
April 29—Thomaston at Ellsworth.
Rcckland—Berman 382, Berliawsky
Plummer in Flushing. N. Y„ the past
ard throughout the country. The
------a large cavity at first base which must
May 3—Thomaston at Rockland.
<07, Crouse 409. Anderson 413, Allen
helmets are symbolic of the steel
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Seavey and year.
be filled. Burns, a good batter, may
May 6—Vinalhaven at Thomaston. <18. total 2029.
helmet worn during the war of which their guest Mrs. William Ferris were
Mrs. G D Gould went Saturday to
be the select.on. He comes from tha:
May 19—St George at Thomaston.
Augusta—Jor.es 403. Pushard 386.
the members of this organization are , in Portland last Thursday, and while Bos.on. called by the Illness of her
ball playing Friendship family.
May 12—Thomaston at Vinalhaven Varney 442, Enman 372. Dummy 413,
they were in the snowstorm of that aunt Mrs. Sarah Ross.
veterans.
The letter men who survived com
May 17—Lincoln at Thomaston.
total 2016.
The corps now boasts a member day, they had no trouble on the road.
Mr. and Mrs. Orin Hardtng are
• • • •
mencement are Grafton captain and
May 20—Thomaston at Camden.
ship of eight drums, 16 bugles, one Mrs. Ferris returned to Belfast Sat- employed by Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L.
catcher; Anderson ss; Keefe. Perry.
May 24—Thomaston at Lincoln.
Waterville-Rorkiand
bass drum, one cymbal and a drum urday.
Starrett.
If; Verge, cf; Simmon-- 3b and p.
May 27—Rockland at Thomaston.
Waterville—Burke 397, Blais 385,
major. Already the corps has lent
Penobscot View Grange held its
Wilder Moore is doing papering
Also in Coach Creighton's squad are
May 31—Camden at Thomaston.
E.
Loubier 430. J Lcubier 397, Van
color and glamour to all activities of regular fortnightly supper last Thurs- for C. S. Ccburn.
F. Bucklin. R Bucklin. Delano. WoodJune 3—Thc-maston at St. Oeorge Toomey 384. total 1993
the American Legion in the county.' ^y night with the young folks in
Rockland—Young 387, Parks 335
Mrs. Kenneth Blackington ha>
on Memorial Day, the Fourth of July, charge. It being Thomas Jefferson's
Cclmonico
345, Lufkin 418, Haskell
THE
BIG
FELLOWS
been
guest
ol
relatives
in
New
York
DEER ISLE
and Armistice Day. Their efforts birthday anniversary the lecturer’s
381. total 1866
were rewarded at the Union Fair program was pertaining to his life as and Boston the past few weeks
Mrs. B C Smith who has been al ,
Tuenty-eight members were pres- Eastern Maine Fans To See
drum corps competition by honorary well as to the Easter season. One
Eluehill Hospital with a broken hip :-44+-!-+44+4->44444++++4<-)-l->
mention in 1931 and the decision by hour's time was devoted to remarks ent Monday at the meeting and an
Schmeling and Dempsey
has returned home and is being
4
the judges of first place in 1932.
for the good of the order, and the live nual supper of Dorca^ Circle. King s
4
At Bangor Next Week
warmly welcomed by many friends.
The State Department convention issues of the day were discussed at Daughters, held at the Ccngrega- ,
♦
+
of the American Legion will be held
length, at times proving real tional vestry. During the afternoon
+
Friends
cf
Mrs.
William
J.
WeyTlie Eempsey-Schmcling appear
♦
this year at Portland, on July 3-5. It snappy.
four quilts were tacked. Under the
meu'h
regret
to
hear
of
her
death,
ance at Ear.gcr next Tuesday night is
<
is to be the first All New England
supervision
of
the
committee,
which
which
occurred
April
16.
Mrs.
Wey

Manager Barrows is dolling up the
4+
convention to be held, and it Is ex grounds of Sea View cabins in prepa included Mrs. Nettie Jameson. Mrs “all tire talk" by fight Ians in this mouth had been in ill health for sev
+
pected to be the biggest event of the ration for the summer business Sadie Barrows. Mrs. Anna Starret, city and vicinity.
eral months.
i
4
kind Maine has ever seen. The corps Walter o^ge has
improvcments and Mrs. Alice Watts, a supper of
Before Schmeling can hope to cn,
. ... .
„
+
4
Oeorge Sylve 'er and Walter Scott, 2
4
will represent the Knox County dele at the Oak Grove cabins by cutting noodles, hot rolls, fruit salad, ange! ter the ring again with Sharkey in Jr, f-xnt lhe wefltPnd at
❖
4
gation at the convention and in the out some of the trees and grading up xke. jello, whipped cream and coffee
an effort to regainhis title, he has
...
__
,, „ ,
'♦
Miss
Dorothy
V.
Sylvester
who
+
Singing
a
Spring
Song!
J
big parade. It is its ambition to around.
was served, the tables made attrac
teaches in the Massachusetts rchools X No ma ter how old and hat- +
compete on July 3 for State cham
tive
with
orchid
crepe
paper.
King's
{•tered viAir hat may be our efficient J
Mrs. Mary Hall is having a new
is hem? for the Easter vacation.
pionship. and if successful in either
< workman hip will make it look as4
water pipe put into her tenement Daughters' crosses at each plate,
first or second places will enter the
*
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Davis were * clean and fresh as new.
and dainty baskets of green and
house.
All New England drum corps com
gu ts Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Man •j FELT HATS
white
as
favors
containing
nuts
and
Miss Geneva Brown and Leroy
petition to be held July Fourth.
4 Cleaned and
uel Perez
Campbell
of Hampden were guests candy Easter eggs. The next meet
4 Blocked .....
The members of the present or
ing of the Circle will be held with
Mr and Mrs. Lrmuel Pickering ot
ganization arc: Earl Alden, Louis Sunday of Mrs Helen Hall.
PHILIP SULIDES
Mrs. Anna Starrett the evening of
Sunshine were guests of Mrs. Clara
Cates, Frederick Cates, William Coid.
Mrs. Helen Hall and Mrs. Alton
4 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND;
May 1.
Eaton last week.
Ervin Curtis. Walter Connon. Austin Wincapaw attended the service at the |
Miss Eula Skinner is spending a
Brewer, Carl Davis. Levi Flint, Gard- Baptist Church in Rockport Sunday
vacation of one week from her
ner French, Milton French, Augustus morning.
teaching duties at the Junior High
B. Huntley, Ernest P. Jones. LawCyrus Keller of W Rockport who Is School in Waterville.
rence Leach. Donald Kelsey, George cmpioyed by Mrs. J. M. Baldrige is
The senior class play has been se
Leonard. Francis Havener, Gilman homP (rom Boston and was calling on
lected and parts announced. It is
Seabury, Gerald Margeson, Wesley j friends in this place Sunday.
a three-act farce entitled. "Where's
Oxton, Michael Ristano, Herbert
Mrs Ernest Brown of East Union Grandma?" and will be given May
Robishaw. George Robishaw (mas has been housekeeping for her daugh
5, a dance following. The cast:
cot*. Earl Smith. Fred Sistaire. O E. ter Mrs. Merton Taylor while the lat
Grandma. Edith French; Gretchen
Wishman. Pearl Warren and Wil ter was in Gardiner for a few days.
Blake, Marguerite Haskell; Bob
liam Widdecombe.
Capt. Tom Farley introduced^ the j Blafce O,mo Hlrveia; Jack Worley.
latest addition to his
u._ boat fleet Sun \ Arnc,d Bcbinjou; Lucy King, Natha
THANKS, MISS YOUNG
day to the placid waters of Hobbs lie Starrett; Arlene Truesdale. Helen
Pond.
Rockland. April 17.
Boyd; Carol Worley. Beatrice HaskThis community was much sur ell; Midnight, Dana Smith, Jr.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I
before him a contest with the man
May I express my appreciation of prised and shocked to learn of the Dahlia, Kathryn Starrett.
who rides well along vzith him as
your acknowledgment of the value of death Sunday of ex-Senator Arthur
religion to our national life as evi-, B. Packard, as previous reports had
Movie Director—“Mills wants $600 a challenger for the title. Max Ea r.
denced by your full page reference to been favorable. Mr. Packard was for playing the part of an Indian in the hard-hitting, aggressive ycunj I
i
torn, grew up and spent his life in 1 our new film."
religion in Saturday's issue?
ES, you can buy the things
giant frem California. The promoter
Manager—“Offer him $300 Tell
youth is made of! Proteins,
I have expressed myself to you in this section, and was well known by a
cf
title
fichmcling-Baer
contest
will
carbohydrates, minerals, vitathe past relative to the great privi large number of people, and will be him it's only a half-breed."— Conbe Jack Dempsey. It ts his first pro- i mjns—the vital elements that
I nccticut Bulletin.
lege of a newspaper editor to create greatly missed here.
motion of a really major cyent. In 1 keep you feeling alive, on your
public sentiment for the best things.
toes, YOUNG.
signing up the Max vs. Max contest,
In direct proportion to this privilege
^auug
Nature offers them to you—in
Jack Dempsey, in this one gesture, i
is his responsibility to society as I see
one cereal grain, WHOLE
took his place in the driver's scat as
life. Any evidence of definite religi
WHEAT! And Shredded Wheat
the world's foremost boxing promoter.
is ubole wheat—nothing added,
ous sentiment expressed in your
At the Bar.gor show Schmeling will
nothing taken away!
columns is noted with deep satisfac
SALADA BROWN LABEL
meet one cf his sparring partners, and !
You’ll like it with milk or
tion.
Alena L. Young.
When you sea
Dempsey will referee ail of the bouts, j cream, with fresh or cooked fruit. You’ll f,
--the lowest priced fine tea you can
>>, Niagara Falls on
like the way it helps make red blood,
of
which
there
arc
to
be
some
very
'
"
the
package, you
The April meeting of the Garden
buy--will give you five cups of
sound teeth, sturdy bones, steady nerves!
KNOW you hate
fast ones.
Club takes place Tuesday afternoon

BAKED
RIGHT

—right here in
Maine!

FOODJTlv,
Flavor
Here Are Suggestions For

the Thrifty Housewife.

N.B.C,

They Help Solve the Prob

T)

HAS THREE HEAVY BATTERS

♦

5Oc:

OUTIi

Y

Five Cups of Fine Tea
for One Cent

at the heme of Mrs Henry B. Bird.
Broadway. At 2.15 the annual meet
ing will be held, and at 3 o'clock Mrs.
Harry Thompson cf Augusta will pre
sent an address on "Ferns." Mrs.
Thompson, a garden expert, ls an au
thority on the subject of ferns, and
her coming to the Rockland club ts
eagerly anticipated.

delicious tea for just one cent . . .
And your grocer also carries Salada
Red Label, America's finest tea.

SALADA’ TEA
515-A

Maine Air Transport Co. has cr.e
of its planes overboard and is ready 1
for charter trips to the Islands.j
Trips will be made for five or more j
passengers. The schedule run will
begin May 1, making two trips daily,
weather permitting at 8 a. m. and 4 !
p. m. eastern standard —adv.

Just some of the reasons why Shredded
Wheat is so VITALLY DIFFERENT!
Why to millions of healthy people it is
YOUTH ... by the bowlful!

^redded Wheat.

SHREDDED WHEAT

A product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY “Unooda Bakera”

lem of Economical Buying.

PORK ROAST, lb. 11c
CLEAR LEAN BEEF FOR POT ROAST
OR BOILING, NOT TIED,
Pound
A Good Economical Buy

STEAKS
eats

16c

Boneless Sirloin, lb.
Top Round, lb.
Cubed Steak, lb.,.
Shoulder Steak, lb.
Rump Steak, lb.,

23c
25c
25c
19c
35c

Fresh Vegetables

NATIVE VEAL

GREEN

23c

PEAS, 2 pounds
25c
20c EGG PLANT, each, 15c

Veal Steak, lb.,
Veal Chops, lb.,
Boneless Roast, lb.
Rump Roast, lb.,
Short Legs, lb.

18c NEW TEXAS

12c ONIONS, 5 lbs
05c LARGE BUNCH

MEATY

CHUCK ROAST Ulc

25c

ASPARAGUS, ea

29c

Endive Greens, peck 29c
Carrots, 4 bunches 23c
FOWL, lb.
Beets, 4 bunches
23c
Ripe Tomatoes, 2 lbs 25c
LAMB
FORES Artichokes, 2 for
25c
LEGS
23c
Pound
Celery, 2 bunches
Pound
10c Mushrooms, pbund 39c

4 to 6 POI NDS

20c

19c

SPECIAL!

Hamburg, 3 lbs. 25c
NEWLY

Corned Beef, lb.

Fresh Cod Tongues
7c 2 pounds 19c

STEWING BEEF
STEWING LAMB
STEWING VEAL
LEAN HAMBURG
LAMB LIVER
BACON
FRANKFORTS
3 pounds

25c

4 pound package
pound

25c

5 lbs
2 dozen
dozen
2 for

25c
29c
29c
25c

CORNED SPARERIBS,
PURE LARD,
SAGE CHEESE,

GOLDEN RIPE BANANAS,
FLORIDA ORANGES,
FANCY GRAPEFRUIT,
FRESH PINEAPPLE,

23c

SPECIALS
Mararoni-SpaghHti, pkg St-

Cut Brets, 4

cans

85c

Wax Brans, 3 rar.s

ycur —
lantry Shelves

25r

Maine App'cs, ga'. ran 19c
Hulled Corn, lge can

15c

Johnson Brans, 8 qts

19c

SLICEn—CRUSHED

19c

SWIFT’S PREMIUM PINEAPPLE, can
YELLOW CLING PEACHES, 2 large cans
BARTLETT PEARS, 2 large cans
FULL SIZE BOTTLE

29c
29c

35c

THREE CROW VANILLA
With Every One You Buy We Will Give You
ANOTHER FREE

CAMPBELL’S BEEF SOUP, can
PURE MAPLE SYRUP, quart,
TOMATO KETCHUP, 2 large bottles,
SHAKER SALT, 2 round boxes,
SPECIAL COFFEE, pound,

05c
59c
21c
15c
19c

QUICK ARROW SOAP FLAKES, 2 pkgs. 25c
LIBBY’S MILK—Auto Truck Free—6 cans 39c

TEA SALE

BY POPULAR

REQUEST

ORANGE
PEKOE

ONE POUND

POUND

CREAM

25c

TARTAR

FORMOSA
OOLONG

ONE POUND

POUND

BOTH FOR

19c

39c

SODA

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 20—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League,
April 20-21 — Camden — "Stepping
Around." presented lor hospital benefit
April 21—13 to 9.30) Regular meeting
of Woman's Educational Club at G.A.R.
hall.
April 22—8tate contest of harmonica
bands at Portland
April 22 (Baseball)—Thomaston High
vs. Ellsworth High at Thomaston.
April 24-aet-together of Knox Coun
ty service clubs at Temple hall.
April 24-25 — Thomaston — "Codfish
Aristocracy" presented by Legion Drum
Corps at Watts hall.
April 25—April meeting of the Garden
Club at the home of Mrs. Henry B.
Bird
April 25—14 to 6 p. m.) Russian tea
and muslcale given by Rubinstein Club
at Universalist vestry.
April 25—Dempsey-Schmelllng exhi
bition at Bangor.
April 2fl—Rockport—"Whittlin' " pre
sented by Epworth League at M. E
vestry.
April 27—Huntley-Hill Post. V.P.W..
has housewarming ln new hall.
April 30 Daylight time begins.
May 1—Monthly meeting of City Gov
ernment.
Mav 1 — Camden — Adelyn Bushnell
players In "Codfish Aristocracy" at the
opera house.
May 1—Annual May ball of Veterans
of Foreign Wars at Rockland armory.
May 3 (League baseball)—Thomaston
High at Rockland
May 5 (3 to 9 30)—Annual meeting of
Woman's Educational Club ln Grand
Army hall.
May 13—Annual meeting of Maine
Btate Hand Engine League In Bath.
May 16—Annual roll call of Miriam
Rebekah Lodge
May 20—Boy Scout Council Jamboree
ln Rockland
May 28 Opening to the public of
Montpelier In Thomaston.
May 30 Memorial Day
June 14-15—Grand Army and allied
bodies meet In Bangor
June 25-30 Rotary International holds
Its world convention ln Boston.

WEATHER
The 14th consecutive day of east
winds found Old Sol on the job and
an azure sky. but that much over
worked phrase "increasing cloudi
ness'' figured in this morning's
forecast. Oentle to moderate north
to east winds and little change in
temperature, which at 8 o'clock
registered 40. Yesterday noon was
up to 50 with glorious sunshine that
has been all too rare since April
came in. It was the first pleasant
day of vacation week.
Daylight saving in Boston begins
April 30. the date selected in this city.
Manager Prank L. Clark who has
been at Biddeford Pool the past
three weeks, recuperating, returns
home next Sunday.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 20, 1933
Prank Warren of the Stover Feed
Co. is at Knox Hospital being treat
ed for an injured hand, caught in
machinery.

I

Oeorge W. Lcadbcttrr of Augusta.
Rev. J. C. MacDonald1 of Rockland '
and Rev. P. W. Barton of Tenant's 1
Haibor are to address tomorrow's)
meeting of the Woman's Educational
Club.

’ Fred P. Knight has sold his farm
at the Head of the Bay to Ernest H
Quinn of Rockland who will reside |
there. Mr. Quinn is the manager of
the William Underwood Sardine
Packing Co.
Harold L. Kennison of Rockland
and Carlo Purio of Stonington are
among the 15 applicants for pardon
from State Prison. The hearings
before the Governor and Council
take place today.

Commissioner
of
Agriculture
Frank P. Washburn says that the
department is receiving "more than
the usual" number of requests for
information from prospective farm
home purchasers.
ROCKLAND GETS HELP

Tlie Reounstruetion Finance
Corporation has awarded the
city of Rorkiand $8000 a month
to be used in connection with
the poor department and as an
unemployment fund—the latter
to be used for labor alone, and
not materials. Tliis national
assistance was sorely needed and
will be a great boon.
The Eastern Maine League is
being organized up-State. with Ban
ger. Btewer, Bucksport. Ellsworth,
Belfast. Corinna, Orono. Millinocket
and East Millinocket said to be
Ashing for franchises. Jack Moran
of Bangor is president of the League

L. C. Sturtevant, former principal
ot Thomaston High School has lost
none of his love for that town, but
Saturday the baseball fans may ex
pect to see him a "deadly enemy."
when he pits his Ellsworth team
against Thomaston High.
Game
called at 2 o'clock.

BIG

BANKRUPT
JEWELRY
SALE
Corner Main and Elm Sts.—Opp. Strand Theatre

ONLY A FEW DAYS MORE
OF THE

GREATEST JEWELRY BARGAINS
EVER OFFERED IN KNOX COUNTY

Watch Windows For Saturday Specials

The Boys and Girls Service Club
of Tillson avenue was presentedj
with an American flag Saturday, |
j the gift of Winslow-Holbrook Post,
| American Legion. The presentation
| was made by Mrs. Bernice Jackson,
' department patriotic instructor, of
Ladies of G.A.R., who also distributed patriotic literature among
' the young folks.

The attendance for the weekly
dinner of the Boys and Girls Club
was somewhat lessened by illness,
although 40 children partook of the j
| excellent repast provided by the
1 Methcbcsec Club. In keeping with
the holiday there were decorations
I of paper streamers in the national
I colors, and also poppies and tulips
for table trimmings, Eleanor Rich
ard on and Dorothy Widdecombe of
the club arranging the deeorations
! Mrs E. P. Glover, president of the
Methebesec Club, spoke to the chilI dren on the significance of Patriots
Day. Mrs. Minnie Rogers as chalr| man was assisted by Mrs. Jane
j Beach. Miss Edith Bicknell and
] Misses Ruth and Madlene Rogers.

Thc semi-annual meeting of the
Knox County Chapter. Sons cf tlie
American Revolution, was held at
the Copper Kettle last night, dinner
being served. Members and wives
| were in attendance, and Judge E. K
j Gould had as guests his son Charles
IF YOU WANT
J and daughter Marguerite. It was
I voted to present "Good Citizenship’
| medals in the schools of Rockland,
Thcmaston and Camden.
Jchn
Tewksbury of Camden. State presi! dent, and Judge Gould, State hisCALL AT THE
| torian. were the featured speakers,
their addresses woven around the old
cemeteries and Revolutionary settlers
of this section. Both speakers were
NORTHEND, ROCKLAND
in fine fettle, and their interesting
and instructive talks were listened to
Warden Raymond E. Thurston reTwo days of blue sky and sun, in with keen attention.
turned yesterday from his vacation succession. My! My! My!
CLARK ISLAND
trip to Panama.
!
-------_____
I The V.F.W. Auxiliary has its reguLittle Florence Milquist celebrated
Fred P. Haskell is again ln charge j lir meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
her fourth birthday Easter Day. A
of the Northend fish market, Abbott '
. „
. .
Tickets for “Codfish Aristocracy birthday cake with four yellow
block. Mr. Haskell operated the
"
,
. . .,
, will be checked, beginning at 10 candies and some nice presents
market most satisfactorily several, .
,
o clock today at Chisholm s and Mc- were given her. She had 15 guests
years ago.
Donald's.
at the party, Mrs. Mabel Magnuson
and daguhters Beverly and Dawn.
The chimney of the Snow store at ' Miss Carrie Breen is coaching the Mrs. Harriet Milquist. Madeline
the South Railway kicked up its heels | girjs. trac|; team at high school durJohnson, Alice Carleson, Sclm-i
in a burst of Patriot's Day excitement ,nj the absence Qf MUs Mjna £
Btomberg, Irene Olson. Carl Olson.
yesterday, by getting itself afire. The Tower
Ina Matson. Priscilla Matson. Fran
department soon showed the smoker
ces Caven, Everett Baum. Jr., George
its proper place.
The Rockland Harmonica Band
Baum Jr. Carl Johnson Donald
"1 —
will broadcast Saturday afternoon.
Johnson.
George L Keating, one of Belfast's from Station WCSH at 5.45, being on
Miss Bernice Flood is guest of her
leading Democrats died yesterday, the air 15 minutes.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall.
He served eight years as clerk oi ,
_____
Fred Lowell, son Richard and
courts. Mr. Keating was a prominent | City Clerk Keene has issued about
baseball fan. and for a long time was 240 dog licenses—a good showing Joseph Pease of Thomaston and
when it is considered that the total Miss Myrtle Flood of Rockland were
official scorer of the Belfast team.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall
last year was only 254.
Sunday.
The second installment in the
Mrs. Ava Lawry who has been
graceful skating contest for couples
RORN
will be seen at the Spanish Villa Rink confined to her apartments for two
EDWARDS—At Knox Hospital Rock
tonight, when two more couples will months due to a broken ankle is able
land. April 8, to Mr and Mrs Edw
Edwards of St. George, a son.
i be selected for the finals twd weeks to get about on crutches, although
LEHTINEN
—At Long Cove April 12. to
it
will
be
a
few
weeks
more
before
her.ee. This contest is exciting a
Mr. and Mrs Hugo Lehttnen. a son
the cast ls removed.
MORRIS—At Martinsville. April 10. to
great deal of attention.
G. W. PALMER A SON (C. W. Proctor)

C.

E. MORSE

Page Three

ROSE BUSHES
and SHRUBS
Second Lot Just Received

25c

Here Are The Varieties
HYBRID TEA ROSES
Radiance Pink

Hydrangea P. G.

Larkspur

Columbia

Syringa Coronarius

Sweet William

J. L. Mock

Spirea Van Houtte

Sedum

Gruss an Teplitz

Common Snowball

Hibiscus Mallow

Hollyhocks

Foxglove (Digitalis)

Iris Japan

Baby’s Breath

Iris German

Balloon Flower

John Russell
La France

VINES
Hall’s Japan Honeysuckle

REAL BARGAINS
—IN
WALL PAPERS AND PAINTS

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

SHRUBS

Padre

Chinese Lantern

Have You Heard About Our

SEWING CONTEST
Get Busy Now!

Open To Anybody!
Prizes;

$2.50 in cash will be awarded to winners in Women’s Division for Best

Children’s Dresses, Ladies’ Dresses and Underwear . . . and the same prizes in

Children’s Division . . . age limit for children 16 years.

LINGERIE SPECIALS
TWO PIECE PAJAMAS

$1 98

1

LINGERIE ROBES
Pure Silk Crepe
Lovely Pastel Colors

Schooner Lillian. Capt. Peabody, is
due the latter part of the week with
grain and mixed feed from JoncsEnsign Otis is back from Wash
STYLE RIGHT SUEDE JACKETS
port and points east for Stover Feed ington not especially optimistic over
Vi ith optional belt and stitched pockets and cuffs
Manufacturing Co.
the prospects that the Maine Air
Transport. Inc., will secure the mail
an extra long jacket
Copies of the laws passed by the contract between Bangor and Bos
Ocean Green
last legislature have been printed in ton. The matter of air mail awards
Sand
pamphlet form and are ready for dis appears to be on the carpet for in
tribution. By act of legislature they vestigation as to alleged corruption
Powder
will not be published in newspapers in past awards.
Rust
but may be had by anyone who
applies to the State for them.
Rev. Dr. B P. Browne comes from
Holyoke. Mass, to address tonight's
The Rhythm Kings dance band meeting *of the Baptist Men's
will furnish music for the show and League, and as usual the formei
public dance Friday evening, spon paster will be greeted by a large
sored by the 4-H Club in Union. It percentage of the League member
will be held in the Union Town hall. ship. Dr. Browne's subject is “The
A goodiy delegation from Rockland Menace of Propaganda." Straight
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Morris, a son.
is expected.
A few tickets remain for the Bill PAUL—At Appleton. April 14. to Mr. and
from the shoulder his address will
Miller Hobbs, one ot Knox County's
Mrs. Raymond Paul, a son
Face Powder
| come.
best known baseball fans writes that Cunningham supper and talk to be
MARRIED
There will be a meeting of the Knox
held
Monday
night
at
Temple
hall,
he raw Philadelphia deleat BroekMORSE-TAYLOR—At New York. April
County Bowling League at th? Recre
Beauty Compact
May 2 at the Bangor Unitarian lyn ? to 1 the other day; and shook and may be obtained from Francis
19. Walter W Morse of Portland (for
merly of Rockland ( and Miss Elizabeth
ation alleys tonight at 8 o'clock when Church a conference with promi
Orne.
The
affair
is
under
general
hands with Clyde Sukeforth, the
L. Taylor.
arrangements will be made for the nent church officials, including Dr.
auspices of the Forty Club with the
Washington boy who is catching in
Regular Price
annual banquet early next week. Roger Etz of Boston, has been called
other
service
groups
Invited
and
DIED
the big league. He also saw the
Some bowlers who have not been to consider the question: "Shall th'’
guests as far as capacity will permit HUNT—At Waldoboro. April 17 Mattle,
Easter Parade at Atlantic City and
wife of Everett Hunt, aged 08 years.
especially prolific with spares and Universalists and Unitarians form
The banquet is at 7 o'clock.
Funeral today. Thursday at 1.30, at
got a gcod glimpse at Amos and
her
late residence.
strikes, will demonstrate what they a federation to be known as The
Andy on the steel pier.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge at its STANLEY—At Swan's Island. April 17.
know about "extras" at the banquet. Free Church of America?" Mem
Oeorge W. Stanley, aged 72 years.
The afternoon memory class of the meeting Tuesday night voted to hold COPELAND—At Tewksbury. Mass.. April
bers of the local Universalist
14. Mrs Minnie Averill Copeland, aged
A special tank wagon, navigated by
Woman's Educational Club is as- a public card party Tuesday after
71 years. 13 days. Funeral today at 2
Church plan to attend.
Lewis Oiil of the Inland Fish and
noon
with
this
committee
in
charge:
oclock
from Bowes & Crozier's par
j signed for Friday's meeting the ten
lors.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Game depart.ment. has transferred
Mrs. George W. Palmer received lines opening "And what is so rare Mrs Belle Lewis. Mrs. Lillian Mc SYLVESTER — At Bridgewater. Mass.,
150.000 Chinook salmon fry from nows from Bridgewater, Mass., yes
Rae.
Mrs.
Delilah
Cunningham.
Mrs
April
19.
Frank
A
Sylvester,
aged
65
' as a day in June?" from Lowell's well
years. 2 months. II days. Burial In
the Camden hatchcrv to lhe Be'p-ade terday of the death of her brother
Rockport Friday.
known poem "The Vision of Sir S. Helen Paladino. Mrs. Choris JenNORTH HAVEN
hatchery this week. The youthful Frank A Sylvester, formerly of Rockkins
and
Mrs.
Grace
Rollins.
A
rag
’
barnes
-At Camden. April io william
1 Launfel," with review of the patriotic
Clifford Barnes, aged 82 years. 10
flrti wll! be kept there until later In ' pert, who had been ill only a few days devotions, United States presidents in social and box lunch furnished
Tuesday morning the Westport
months. 12 days
Funeral Friday at
the season. In Camden Mr. Gill was with pneumonia. Surviving relatives j order with administration dates, jolly time.
2 o'clock from the Methodist Church.
whistled
in at 6.30 upon the first trip
Camden.
a 6urst at Wedswrrth Inn, anri on are three sisters—Mrs Noble C. Hunl- members of President Roosevelt's new
CLARK—At Vinalhaven. April 18. Fran of the summer schedule. Among J he
one of the trips to Belgrade he was j ley of CXmden; Mrs. Oeorge W. cabinet, words in songs and poems,
Rufus Tracey, who was arrested cis E. Clark, aged 18 years. 1 month
accompanied by Capt. John Wads Palmer and Mrs. Harold H.. Waldron . in Star Spangled Banner, Battle Thursday morning on the charge of
passengers was Irving Simpson who
IN MEMOIllAM
worth as official observer.
In loving memory of Mrs. Emma Fos- came for the day at North Haven.
of this cltv; and a brother. Frederick Hymn of the Republic. America. In window peeping, was given a nominal
who Passed away April 22. 1927.
H. Sylvester of Quincy. Mass. The Flar.ders Fields. Full written drive j ^ne
Trial Judge Roberts, Itv de- II 5clt
Today brings back to memory
One of the features of the Easter
The missionary get-together of the
A
dear one laid to rest.
burial will be Friday at Rockport in reports are requested, as all dues are vcloped that the respondent had
Sunday night service was a trio
And the one who thinks of her today
Littlefield Memorial Church was held
the family lot. with a prayer at the payable. A valued contributor to the "taken a drop too much and had
Is the one who loved her best
Monday when the 10 Junior World
but not torgotten by her daugh sung by Mabel Bray, Baibara Stone
grave. The deceased was 65.
recent successful afternoon was the wandered onto private premises, while terGone
Mrs W c. Perry .
Wide Guild girls were initiated by the
Union.
• and Ruth Stone.
reading by Zaida Winstow of an up —arching for a house whose location
Senior Guild. Bernice Munro and
The Associated Press, which used ar.d coming article on Good Reading he did not know. Mr Tracey has an
Harold Morrison has entered the
CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Josephine Orovcr read and there to content itself with handling news
Wc wish to extend our sincere thanks freshman class of the high school.
by Mrs. C B. Porter of Old Town, a excellent reputation, and the unfor
was a guitar trio by Miss Olive Jame despatches which related to large
our neighbors, especially mentioning
tunate predicament in which he to
Mrs Everan Flanders Mrs Rcddlngton
Alton Lewis returned Tuesday
son, Arlene and Genevieve Gray. loss of life or property, devoted club member.
found himself was regarded purely Delano for their help; also Rev Sidney
Packard and Rev T H Fernald for their from a visit to Portland and Bar
Ruth PcndMon of the Senior Guild quarter of a column the other day
The sophomore speaking contest at as a misunderstanding.
words of comfort, and Ouy Waltz for
was presented the guild pin, her score J to the appearance of a skunk cn the High School Friday evening
the beautiful solos so Impressively ren Mills.
dered. from the heart of the oppressed,
for the year being 470. Feme Brltto Milk street, Boston. But the point brought out an audience of more
The Lions failed to take a holiday only those knowing the grief we bear
Among those who warned the
of the Junior Guild was also present ) is that the Animal Rescue League than 300 persons who paid tribute, by yesterday, as most of the members can realize the gratitude we extend
Mr.
and
Mrs
Leslie
McLaughlin.
Mr
country
of its perils in 1928 was
ed a guild pin, her score being 635. secured the animal and turned it
their attention and applause, to the had expected, and there was conse and Mrs. Augustus McLaughlin Mr and
James
Truslow
Adams. He now
Refreshments were served by the
Mrs. Harry McLaughlin Mr. and Mr,
loose in Medfield. This may have splendid work done by the entrants quently a slim attendance—so small Edward Bondeau. Mrs. Alice McLaugh
thinks
that
within
the next two
Junior Guild.
' been a kindly and humane act. but who were Mary Gay, Donna deRoche that the guest speaker, Edward O'B lin. Eldcn O. Borneman.
years
the
country
will
experience
CARD OF THANKS
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meet if Boston was frightened to death mont, Rose Flanagan, Camilla I Burgess of Thomaston was held for
We wish to thank the neighbors and a wonderful come-back and good
the first meeting in May. He favored
Emery,
Marion
Ginn.
Joseph
Emery.
'
over
the
smelly
critter.
Just
why
ing Thursday evening had Mis.
friends who so kindly assisted us In our
Edward Ladd. Sidney Harden. Edwin his handful of listeners with a brief recent bereavement; also for the beau times equal to any it has enjoyed.
Elizabeth Barton, Mrs. Bertha Ever should it be wished onto some other
Let us hope he is as good a prephet
floral tokens. *
Edwards and Howard Crockett. Supt. talk on old seafaring days, and inter tiful
Mr. and Mrs. H. M Colburn and fami as he is historian.
ett and Mrs. Ella Flyc in charge of community. We have tons of them
E. L. Toner acted as chairman, and ested them so highly that there is ly. A. N. Drake.
circle supper. Plans were made for we would be glad to get rid of.
the judges were Miss Margaret sure to be a good turnout when he
a card party to be held the after
The members of 4hc Missionary Hellicr of Rockport High School. comes again. Seafaring may be the
noon of April 27. A patriotic pro ] societies of the churches and the
Supt. Frank D. Rowe of Warren and “dull business" that he called it. but
gram featured readings by Mrs. Nel WC.T.U. are urged to be present at
Prin. Carleton Wood of Camden High j the dramatic incidents he related
ANNOUNCING SPECIAL PRICES ON
lie Higgins. Mrs. Millie Thomas, Miss the annual get-together at the home SchooT, who found it a difficult propo- | didn’t sound that way. King Lion
Annie Mullen. Mrs. Bertha Higgins, of Mrs. Edith Twecdie. 96 North Main
sition to make the decisions, so con Saville read a very appreciative note
Mrs. Velma Marsh, Mrs. Eliza Plum street, Friday at 2.30. After a short sistently excellent was the work of from the Boys' and Girls' Club of
mer, Mrs. Flye, Mrs. Everett and business session Mrs. Gena Atherton the youthful speakers. Miss Ginn Tillson avenue, relative to their re
Mrs. Barton.
Housekeepers for , will take charge of this program: and Mr. Edwards, each received $5 cent joint meeting. Yesterday's lunch
circle supper preceding the meeting Singing, "We Have a Story to Tell the and Miss deRochemont and Mr. was the first served by the new manWc arc making very apecial prices on these jobs. For details get in
Thursday evening of this week will ! Nations;" prayer. Mrs. Edith Tweedie; Harden, each $2.50. The speakers agement. and the Lions speak very
ROCKLAND
be Mrs. Bertha, Hattie and Nellie duet. Mrs. Lyman Barter and Dwight were coached by Miss Dorothy Parker enthusiastically about it. The meet-:
touch with B. J. Philbrook
Higgins.
Mosher; reading, "Missionary Shad of the faculty, the contest being the Ing next week will be a joint session
ows on Africa,” Miss Alice Erskine; climax of the regular course in pub with the Forty Club at Temple hall ■
'• Buy now-pongee silk tailored cur reports from the Missionary Societies; lic speaking required ln all sophomore Monday night, with Bill Cunningham,
AUBURN, CHRYSLER, PLYMOUTH, REO, WILLYS OVERLAND
tains at the amazingly low price of pageant “Lester Brown's Battle.” classes. The modulation, clarity of the famous sports writer of the Bos
632 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
PHONE 466-W
89c a pair. Vesper A. Leach, 36R Other numbers will follow. Refresh ■ diction, and poise displayed by the ton Post, as guest speaker. Supper
incuts will be served.
4G-47
Main street —adv.
young people found particular favor. at 7 o'clock.

LEATHER JACKETS

$C95

A Special Offer

YARDLEY’S

$1.10
$1.10

$2.20

This Sale
Only

$135

For
Both

Week-End Specials

Tennis Shoes, pair,
Wash Cloths, 2 (or
Good Apron Values, each

49c
05c
10c and 15c

See Our Children’s Suits and Dresses
Selling at only 25c

FOOD SPECIALS

Canned Beans, 3 for
2 Pound Jar Peanut Butter,
21-2 Oz. Bottle Cherries,
5 Oz. Bottle Cherries,
Corn Flakes, package,
15 Oz. Package Raisins,

VALVE AND CARBON JOBS
BRAKE RELINING JOBS

10c
19c
05c
10c
06c
05c

E. B. CROCKETT

5&10c to $1.00 STORE

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
9

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 20, 1933

Page Four

WALDOBORO

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

ARE YOU GUILTY OF THIS WASHDAY MISTAKE?

Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Poor, who
have been in Belfast this winter,
have returned.
e
9
4
b
7
3
1
z
5
t
Mrs. Verne Achorn and Miss
Esther Achorn of Thomaston are
-)
13
14
II
12.
visiting Mr. and Mrs Winfield Davis.
Miss Faye M. Keene, who has been
17
Ib
15
passing the week at her home here,
w
has returned to New York.
il
io 21
sss 19
Ib
F A Hovey has been in Boston this
w
I week.
i4
IS
25
Mrs. Lawrence Weston entertained
ib
1 the Bridge Club at the last meeting ol
27
2b
•
I the season.
So Si
Si
The I. T. Club met in the Baptist
, vestry Monday with supper at 6 30.
34
■ There were 34 members present and \
33
35
the evening was passed socially. Mr.
40 41
and Mrs. Austin Winchenbach, Mrs
5b 39
3b
, George Collins and Mrs. Harold
I 43
Perry were the committee members
Mb
U4 45
41
in charge..
4$
50
4b
47
Oood Luck Rebekah Lodge con
ferred degrees on two candidates at
Si
54
t the Tuesday evening meeting.
53
51
Mrs. George Howard nas been pass
55
hb
ing the week in Boston.
Dr. John B Nicholson and family
are moving from the Reed house
HORIZONTAL
(Cont.)
VERTICAL
(Cont)
HORIZONTAL
where they spent the winter to their
44-Small coin of the
13-Ascended
1-Mountain* in
19-Part of "To be"
Netherlands
new home recently purchased from
South America
21-Rain in very fina
46- Musical note
6-Cook in an oven
Mrs. Leola Oliver.
drops
47- Rebel (abbr.)
11-Maie fowl
Mrs Mabe! Moore and son Donald
25Contend
49- An eagle
14- Within
spent thc weekend in Rockland.
26- Tavern
50- Eternity
15- Anger
27- Conjunction
16- S. W. State of U, S. 51-Trap
The Easter concert given tn the
29- Striking
53-Sends back
(abbr.)
Baptist Church Sunday evening was
30Highest
note
in
55- The upper air
17- A beverage
an unusual success. The auditorium
Guido's scale
56- A gay frolic
18- Because
was made beautiful with Easter lilies,
31- To give public
19- Greek god of war
expression
20- Printer'e measure
ferns and cut flowers with a roseVERTICAL
35- More aged
22- Five hundred one
hung illuminated cross in the back
36- Analyze a word
(Roman)
ground Mrs. Gertrude Benner and
1- Melodies
according to
the village recently visited her at 3 30, to be greeted by a bull moose
23-Viaible lines of
LIBERTY
2- The Scandinavian
grammar
Mrs. Helen Perry had charge of the
junction between
mother Mrs. Seppala of this place.
at hls door. The animal crossed the
people
37- A drunkard
two parts
program and Mrs John B Nicholson
business
The selectmen made
Beatrice Havener was home from
Isaiah Oder is at the Hat bor river to Wadsworth Point.
The fishermen have their weirs in
3- Female deer
33-A liquid measure
24- Rent
| of the music Miss Oretchen Waltz
Fred Killeran and Mell Maloney trip to Belfast April 11. '
4- Plural suffix
but owing to the cold weather ale- Thomaston High School over the building a dory for Bert Murphy.
I
(Pl)
26-Girl's name
was at the organ and Miss Jane Rider wives are scarce.
5- A heavenly body
39- A part of the Bible
Mrs. Oeorge Sprague wlll enter
28- A title
weekend and had as her guest Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Elliot and of Cushing were in this place a few
(abbr.)
(pl.)
at the piano The solo work of John
29- A number
tain the Sewing Circle April 25.
June
Henry
of
that
place.
days
last
week
rafting
and
towing
The
corre.pondent
was
much
in

daughter
and
Mrs.
Andrew
Monroe
6- More mature
40- Reconcile
32- Makes a memo of
Newburn and Mrs. Nicholson, and
Supt. Jesse Fuller and George
Ralph Copeland spent last week In of Port Clyde have been spending logs to Mr. Kllleran's mill at Cush
terested in the communication from
7- Ahead
41- To cleanse with
33- A beverage '
duets
by Miss Frances Simmons and
Palmer
are both 111.
8- An insect
water
34- lncline the head
ing.
Stickney Corner and would be pleased Thomaston.
! the past two weeks at the home of
Mrs. Nicholson were received with
9- A device foi
45-Raw metal
36-To establish firmly
Mrs. P. O. Baker of Providence
W. A. Bradford and R W Brad
to have this little corner classed with
Mr
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Craft
were
:
Stanley
Stone
removing secsa
48-!nterjection
38-Pertaining to the
enthusiasm. The children of the
recently evening visitors at the home j
ford have been engaged in tax ad and Mrs. M. E Donnell and daugh
people of that place.
from fruit (pl.)
50-Make a mistake
poles
Linwood Clark spent Sunday of
Sunday school took port with songs
ter Jean of Towson, Md.. were re
justing at the village.
52-Musical note
Mr. and Mrs. L. R Bucklin and of Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Miller.
42- A three-toed sloth 10—Drill
! last week at Lawry.
and recitations The closing pageant
12-Before
54-Above
cently guests of Mrs .Walter Ord
43- Preposition
Capt. Niles Cameron of Burnt
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page were din
Miss Beatrice Benner recently
was very impressive with the charac
way.
ner guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs. Island coast guard station and.■ underwent a throat operation at
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
ters represented by Jane Rider as
Mrs. Charles Norton visited her
James Packard in Bangor. They family were visitors last week at I Knox Hospital and is now at the
Jane; Shirley Burnes, Pleasure; Beu
WHITE HEAD
niece Mrs. Allan P. Stevens of Port
also called on Mrs. Inez Page who is A. A. Orne's.
home of Raymond Bucklin in Rock
lah Day. Beauty; Evelyn Whitehouse.
land and Buxton the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wallace and
Miss Eleanor Beal is at home from Fame; Barbara Benner. Power: Helen receiving treatment at the Eastern
land.
New. wonderful MELLO-GLO face
family of East Friendship have,
Gorham Normal School for tht Oldis. Music; Millicent Burnes, Chris Maine General Hospital..
powder
reproduces
the
tempting
bloom
Mrs. Valmore Cameron of BoothMrs. Ida Smith and daughter moved to the home of their mother
of youth. Spreads smoothly, stays on
SIMONTON
Easier recess of ten days.
tianity: Margaret Dickson, Faith;
bay
visited her daughter Mrs. A A. longer, hides tiny lines and wrinkles,
Mrs
Sylvia
Wallace
at
the
village.
Callie
of
North
Cushing
were
efjte.-Kteper and Mrs. A. J. Beal of the Barbara Lovejoy. Hope and Betty
Ome
recently.
Mrs.
Ome
is
in
poor
prevents large pores No shiny noses,
There will be an all-day meeting of
Peter Edwards of Rockland was a '
i Light were in Rockland on business Stahl as Love. The soft light falling tained at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
no drawn or "pasty" look. Women
health.
new
Women's Farm Bureau April 21
business
visitor
in
town
last
week.
,
Leslie
Copeland
Sunday
in
obser

trust MELLO-OLO because
from the cross and the colorful gowns
1 last week Tuesday.
Mrs. Hattie Burns is in ill health. French "proem makes it the purest at the home of Mrs Zylpha Annis,
Capt. Roy Morton is scallop fish
vance of Mrs. Smith's birthday an
and
charming
appearance
of
the
Mr. and Mrs J W. Kelley recently
Mrs. A. V. Grafton has peen visit face powder known Delightfully fra- subject "Storage Space In the
New dandelion greens ing.
young girls, made an effective ending niversary.
j made a business trip to Rockland.
grant. Try MELLO-OLO today 50c Kitchen.” Dinner served at noon,
Violet Vose was dinner guest last ing relatives in Thomaston.
to * pleasing program A large au were a part of the dinner menu.
1 Mrs Milledge Randall and child
Mrs. Ruth Benner and Miss Helen week of Ruth Copeland.
Norval Kraft was surprised one and $100, tax free. Corner Drue will be in charge of Mrs. Sadie Bowdience was present.
| are at Spruce Head on a visit of sev
I den and Mrs. Mary Priest.
Fales of East Friendship were call- I Mr. and Mrs. Raich Starrett of morning last week when arising early tore and all other good stores.
eral days with Mrs. Stanley Simers on Mrs Maud Overlock Tuesday '
NORTH HAVEN
mcns.
of last week.
Friends of Mrs Robert Williams of
Easter was fittingly observed at the
The housewives are searching for '
APPLETON MILLS
South Thcmaston, who recently suf island church In thc morning there dandelion greens.
Mrs. Bertha1
Sherman Ames and George Patt fered a severe ill turn, are glad to was a large, fine chorus of mixed Leadbetter is high liner with Mr.spent the weekend in Portland.
note that she is improving. Her sor. voices that sang two selections, the Annie Page a close second
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williams is a member of the ftcond in both music and words beMrs. Annie Davis of Warren vilFreddie
Demuth were Mahlon coast guard station here.
ing original by Albion Beverage The lage has been a reernt visitor with
Turner and family of Washington.
April has proven a very cold, flowers were Easter lilies potted Mrs. Nancy Spear. Spear road.
coleus, and a basket of beautiful
Dick Gordon and sister Mrs. Rich windy month thus far down here.
A new electric refrigerator has re
NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH
U. S. Branch
pinks,
the latter in memory of Mr cently been Installed in the home UNION SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST
ard Austin and baby were dinner
80 Maiden Lane, New York
Cap; .and Mrs. E M Mills of the
COMPANY OF DELAWARE
NORTH BRITISH A MERCANTILE INS.
AMERICA
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
guests Sunday of Miss Muriel Rob coast guard have moved from the Poole. At night there was presented of Oeorge Lermor.d.
396 Congress Street, Portland. Maine
CO.. Lid
Mortgage
Loans .......................
(6.000 00
1600
Arch
Street,
Philadelphia.
Pa.
ASSETS
DEC
31.
1932
ISO William Street. New York. N. Y.
an Easter pageant, "nie Light of
bins.
Stocks and Bonds ..... ........... 19.337 628 00
H. K. Anderson of Auburn was a Mortgage Loans ..................... *16.825 00
Frost apartments on Summer street
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
ASSETS
DEC
31.
1932
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
......
793
881 26
23.500 00 Stocks and Bonds ................ *13 200 899 79
Friday night a four-act drama. in Rockland to the Barter apart Eternal Life.” The cast: Gaius, a recent caller on his cousin Mrs. R. Collateral Loans __________
Stocks and Bonds ................. 531.425 92 Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 831.328 71 Real Estate -------------------- *4.442.589 90 AgenU' Balances __________ 1.213 291 44
Roman guard. Herman Crockett; Sim E. Cutting enroute to Bangor .
Bills
Receivable
.......................
20.091
72
“The Arizona Cowboy." will be given ments on Main street.
28 425 00
Cash ln Office and Bank ......
5.631 98, AgenU' Balances ................... 1.337.070 71 Mortgage Loans
89 204 56
Agents' Balances ................... .
Is.163 76 Bills Receivable
28.400 92 Stocks and Bonds ....................58.798.761 46 Interest and RenU .......... .
eon, a spice merchant. Alton Calderat Riverside hall by local talent.
Mrs. Olive Fales attended the Bills Receivable .......
5 030.994 04
11.931 43 Interest and Rents
150.399 33 Cash ln Office and Bank
Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham. who has wood; Mary Magdalene a follower of
Oross Aasets ...... .............. ..*21.460.096 98
t and Rents
4.807 22 All other Assets
There will be special features be
27.666 16 AgenU’ Balances ..................... 3.664.863 69
Bills Receivable .......................
74.372 25 Deduct items not admitted . 143.587 83
been employed at the Light at Mr#, Christ, Mrs. Carl Bunker; Flavius, a Legion Auxiliary meeting in Lewistween the acts and dancing after
Oross Assets ....................... *606 285 31
Gross Assets
*15.575.765 62 Interest and Rents .................. 376.029 79
j A. J. Beal's, has returned to her Roman guard. Carlton Snow; Tirzah ten last week in company with other Deduct
........................... *21.316.509 15
Items not admitted ....
98 221 97 Deduct Items not admitted
203,728 37 All other Assets ....................... 330.872 50 ' Admitted
the entertainment.
Thomaston members.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
; home
a woman of the market place. Phyllis
Net
Unpaid
Losses
................. (610.139 16
Oroas
Assets
............
*72.746.908
83
Admitted
............
(510.063
34
Admitted
........................ (15.372.037 25
E. C. Cutting of South Portland
6.070.784 69
Deduct Items not admitted
704 075 46 Unearned Premiums
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Frank Alley, flrst assistant light Duncan; Caiaphas, the High Priest.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
EAST SEARSMONT
All
other
Liabilities
............. 6.731.520 00
recently visited his mother for sev Unearned Premiums ............. *42.026 89 Net Unpaid Losses ....
*860 239 00
Cash
Capital
......................
2.000.000
00
keeper and family, accompanied by Leon Stone; Shemuel, a scribe, Clar*72.042.833
17
Admitted
----------------All other Liabilities ...............
32.205 08 Unearnad Premiums
6 869.628 66
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 5.904.065 30
Cash Capital .......................... 250 000 00 •Reserve for Depreciation ln
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield C. Strout Mrs. S F Flood, daughter Christine ! ence Watermark. Jr.; Elimelech, a eral days.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
185
831
37
Securities
.............
1 049 548 40
Several members of Good Will
*5.750.184 00 Total Liabilities and Surand little son Allen of Belfast were and Miss Myrtle Faulkingham. mt- i servant of the High Priest. Edward
All other Liabilities
376.035 62 Net Unpaid Losses
plus ............... .♦..
*21.316.509 IS
Unearned Premiums
22.988.618 73
Grange visited Meenahga Grange in Total Llabllltes and Surplus *510.063 34 Cash Capital. Statutory De
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. t tored to Jonesport Saturday to spend j Beverage. All the parts were excep2 629 139 25
posit ...................................... 400.000 00 All other Liabilities
THE PHtENIX 1NSl'RANCE COMPANY"
THE HANOVER FIRE 1N8. CO.
Waldoboro
Monday
evening
of
last
Cash
Capital
.....................
12.000
000
00
Surplus over all Liabilities . 5 816.585 57
I the Easter vacation. Miss Faulking- ticnally well rendered The costumes
Ralph Heald.
New York
Hartford. Conn.
Surplus over all Llabllltlea 28.674.891 19
week and witnessed the degree work
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Albert Marriner spent the week- ham will return to her home at specially designed and new, added to
Total
Liabilities
and
Sur

Estate
.......................... *566 121 04
Mortgage Loans ....... . .......
*260 000 00
by Mrs Lydia Morse. Among then Real
plus
...._............................ *15.372.037 25 Total Liabilities and Sur-,77 049 an 17 1 stocks and Bonds ................. 14.622.512 13
Mortgage Loans ...... ................ 721.500 00
end in Rockland.
Baker's Island Light having spent
effectiveness of the pageant. The
plus_ „ ,
• This reserve ts the difference between
were: Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page. Mrs 8tocks and Bonds ................. 34.849.509 23
. _
‘ ,1
I Cash in Office and Bank .... 1,787,446 36
Mrs. Byron Carr and little daughter the winter at White Head.
director ar.d coach was Miss Jennie
Market Value as at December 31. 1932 Agents’ Balances ..................... 729.205 47
Cash m Office and Bank ..... 2,795,334 07 the Convention Values and the Actual
Rota Cutting Augustus White. Mr Agents Balances ..................... 1.587 029 40 Market Values as of December 31. 1932 I used on Securities.
Bills Receivable .......................
62.001 14
visited Mrs. Clarence Gelo Sunday
Mrs J. W. Kelley and two sons Beverage. Between the two parts
Bills Receivable -......... . .......
67.578 57
| Interest and Renta ...............
70.708 93
—---------------------------------------------- spent Easter Sunday at her home on I *-e young ladles' chorus sang the and Mrs Je -e Mills. Mr*. Elizabeth Interest and Rents ............... 226.795 80
i All other Assets .......................
65.214 54
massacirsetts^accident co.
Morton.g found, a birthday dinner Easter song. “Up Prom the Grave He Mills, Mrs. Martha Kelloch and Mrs All other Assets ..................... 117 291 10
Gross Assets .................... .*17.597.088 57
Oross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted
379.252 50
...... .
*40.931.159 21
Real Estate .............. .'...... ...... _ »4 050 oo was held for little Jackie, who was Arose.”
Notwithstanding the dull Mina Rines.

1
!
1

Give Your Skin
That healthy glow

McDOUGALL-LADD COMPANY
INSURANCE

We Solicit Your Business

Stocks and Bonds ................ . 2.065.692 06
Cash In Office and Bank ___
105.601 66 1
Agents' Balances ........... ...........
14.634 088
2.866
Bills Receivable ..................
24.087 00
Interest and RenU ..........
All other Assets ..................
27786 “

five years old Easter Day. at his weather and rain there were large
congregations at both services.
grandmother's Mrs. H. Andrews.
Maine Air Transport Co. has one
L B. Beal left Saturday for Camp
Curtis Guild, Wakefield, Mass . of its Planes overboard and Is ready
Gross Asseu .................... *2.244.728 22 where he wm remain for a week on ,or charter trips to the Islands.
Deduct Items not admitted .... 181.100 21
', the rifle range. He went ln com- TriPs wm * ma* f°r Ave or more
Adm,tted .................... ••«•<*>•«“ 01 pany wlth several other coast guard Passengers. The schedule run will
Net UnLJam™.D ...
*5.7 620 24 men from the various stations on the begin May 1. making two trips daily
Unearned Premiums ..............
&§ coast of Maine.
j weather permitting at 8 a. m. and 4
678,941 89
All other Liabilities
Work on the lighthouse resefva- j P m eastern standard —adv.
Cash Capital ............................. £50.000 00
250.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities
| tion has been suspended indefinitely.
CUSH1NG
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,063,628 01 Messrs Bush. Russell and Thomp______________________ _ ______ I—— S son. left Friday night, Messrs. WebMr. and Mrs. Perley Nash of Rock”li ster and Webster left Monday morn. land have moved to the Weldemat
i ing for Wood Lsland Light to do re- ,
! pair work and Mr. Morong the ma- j Mflny Thomaston
whc Qwn
chinist left Monday afternoon i or 'j cottages were in town Sunday, thc
Petit Manan Light.
j traveling being very good for the

Deduct Items not admitted

MONHEGAN

561.757 96

Admitted Assets ............ (40.369.401
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses ................. (1.434 903
Unearned Premiums ............. 9.443.075
All other Liabilities ............. 5.942.231
Cash Capital ......................... 6 000 000
Surplus over all Liabilities .17.549.190

25

FIRST—On the Strength of the Companies we
Represent

Admitted
........................... *17.217.836
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses ................. *773.809
Unearned Premiums ............ 4.416.182
All other Liabilities ............. 3.892.738
I Cash Capital ............................ 4.000.000
I Surplus over all Liabilities .... 4.135.105

07

43

79
50
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Field, son Earl
70
85
76
00
and daughter Betty left Friday for
SECOND—On the Reputation We Have Earned
00
29
New Harbor, to visit Mrs. Frank
00
Over a Long Period of Years
, Total Liabilities' and SurFillmore for a short time .
Total Liabilities and Sur
plus ...................................... *17,217,836 07
plus ................................... *40 369.401 25
Mr and Mrs. L. C. Nicholson re
GLENS FALLS INSURANCE CO.
CALEDONIAN' INSURANCE COMPANY . UNION ASSURANCE SOCIETY, Ltd.
FIKE INSURANCE
Glens Falls, N. Y
turned home Friday after spending -"GRANITE STATE
of Scotland
of London, England
COMPANY
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1932
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Portsmouth, New Hampshire
a few days in Portland and Vassal
Real Estate .............................. *764.820 76
Stocks and Bonds
*3.216.177 79 stocks and Bonds .................. *2.527.012 59
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1932
., , Mortgage Loans ...................... 908.237 78
boro.
225.600 50 , Cash ln Office and Bank
Real Estate .............................. *122.037 65 Cash In Office and Bank
89 979 20 1 Collateral Loans ....................
146.726 19
445.767 OS Agents' Balances
Loans .......................
85.743 69 Agents Balances
142 650 41 Stocks and Bonds ................... 13.134,025 30
Miss June Brackett has returned Mortgage
Stocks and Bonds ................. 3.702.078 87 ’"J*"? and a<,nt’
33 180 98 Bills Receivable
676
96
Cash
ln
Office
and
Bank
......
1.197.691
80
6.450 31 Interest and Renta ..................
to Oak Grove Seminary
Cash ln Office and Bank
195.909 12 Al! other Assets ........ ..............
25.181 WI Agents' Balances ................... 1.023.617 28
Agents' Balances ..................... 154.194 79
All
other
Assets
.......................
66.304
n
Interest
and
Rents
.................
69.198
41
Douglass Odom returned last Interest and Rents ................. 52.600 59 Oross A-seta ......................... *3.927 176 66
All other Assets ....................... 164.437 21
163.101 56
3.835 22 Deduct Items not admitted
Oross Assets ..................
*2.851.834 IV
Thursday to Bucksport Seminary All other Assets .....................
Deduct Items not admitted
28 733 27
Oross Assets ....................... *17.408.754 73
Admitted
*3 764.075 10
Oross Assets ........................ *4.316.399 93
where he is taking a post graduate
Deduct Items not admitted ....
44.794 99
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
, Deduct Items not admitted .... 179.621 09
Admitted ..................... ......*2 823,101 00
course.
Net Unpaid Losses
*280.022 22
Admitted
........................... (17.363.959 74
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
2.177.408 08
Admltted ....................... -.....*4.136.778 84 Unearned Premiums
Capt. E. H. Wallace ar.d Frank
_____________
„ 00
LIABILITIES DEC, 31. 1932
Unpaid
Losses
*179.760
All other Liabilities
87.563 02 Net
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Unearned
Premiums
1.292.106
44
Net
Unpaid
Losses
................. *1.163.372 00
Woodward were in Rockland Friday. Net Unpaid Losses ................. *145.585 75 Cash Capital. Statutory De
528.445 17 Unearned Premiums ............. 6.097.129 05
posit
............................................
200 000 00 All other Llabllltlea ..............
Premiums ............. 1.324 214 65
All
other
Llabllltlea
............. 1.407.640 82
Statutory
Deposit
..................
400
000
00
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wincapaw Unearned
j time of year.
All other Liabilities ............... 632.000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities .. 1.019.081 78 Surplus over all Liabilities ... 422,789 39 Cash Capital ............................
2 5000X) 00
Since 1840 this firm has faith fa’iv
BURKETTVILLE
came home Thursday after visiting i Cash, Capital . ................................ l.ooo.ooo oo
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
.... 6,105.817 8?
Oakley
Ames
is
at
Magee
Island
served the lamilies of Knox County
Surplus over all Liabilities ..„ 1.034.978 44 Total Liabilities and Surplus *3 764,075 10
! Total Liabilities and Surplus *2.823 101 00
where he is to have employment for the past few weeks in Rockland j
SPRINGFIELD"FIRE-*"MARINE INSURLADY ATTENDANT
Fred Pea.se recently bought a new ,
ROYAL INDEMNITY COMPANY
1 Total Liabilities and SurTotal Liabilities and Surplus *4.136.778 84
ANCE CO.
plus
.................................... *17,363.959 74
with
their
two
daughters.
with
Mr.
Erickson,
who
owns
the
New
York,
N.
Y.
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Springfield,
Mass.
FIREMAN'S
FUND
INSURANCE
CO.
Ford truck.
George Smith has returned from'
THE AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
island
and
with
his
family
spends
San Franrlsro, California
ASSETS DEC 31 1932
Mrs. Ruby Hannon was called to
of Newark, N. J.
*35.000 00
BURPEE’S
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Real Estate .............................. *614.356 96 Mortgage Loans ....................
Liniken where he spent a few days 1 Real Estate
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
...............................*1.405.642 52 Mortgage Loans (flrst lien) .... 1.604.728 90 Stocks and Bonds ................... 22.942 867 40
Rockport Sunday by the serious ill- | the summers there.
ROCKI-AND. MF.
Real
Estate
...............................*4,658.150 00
2.286 204 67
9 783 463 17 ! Cash tn Office and Bank
at the home of his son George Mortgage Loans ....................... 3.320.345 84 Bonds (Amortized Values)
ness of her mother. Mrs. Carrie Up- 1 Mr. and Mrs. W B Holder enter
! Collateral Loans .....................
89.642 42 •Stocks (Convention Values) 15938 062 83 Agents' Balances .................... 2.497.215 48 Mortgage Loans .................... 1.745.772 50
Stocks
and
Bonds
....
22.580,297 61
tained a family party last week, omitn. Jr.
38.915 16
i stocks and Bonds ................... 25.272.581 57 Cash In Office and Bank
1 243.038 54 Bills Receivable ......................
ham.
ln Office and Bank ...... 1,044.725
Agents’ Balances
... 2.213.526 92 ! Interest and Rents .................. 303 538 25 Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1.364 885 87
School has reopened after a vaca Cash
which
included
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Agents' Balances ..................... 2.572.751 41 Bills Receivable .....................
25.899 16 All other Assets ..................... 947.554 17 Agents' Balances ..................... 2.128,543 33
Leland Martz of Searsmont Ls visit- |
Bills Receivable ....................... 555.296 12
Whv suffer tortures from Rheuma
tion of two weeks.
Bills Receivable ....................... 109.727 87 Interest and Rents
208 025 27
ing his parents, Mr and Mrs. Edward Holder and son Richard of Belmont,
tism. Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Oross Assets
*29.051 295 13 Interest and Rente ................. 104.544 24
Interest and Renta ................. 233.704 94 All other Assets ......................
23.595 43
Douglas White was here from Port All other Assets ....................... 95.123 98
All other Aasets ..................... 473.314 15
lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
Mass.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Tonks
with
Deduct
ttems
not
admitted
2.017,797
64
Martz.
METHYL BALM
Total Assets
*31.654.697 18
Clyde
for
a
few
days
recently.
their
young
daughter
Doris,
also
Oross Assets .......................*33.610,803 82
will bring almost instant relief?
Bennie Edgecomb went to Mass
Admitted
....................... *27 033.497 49
Oross Assets .......................*34.144.245 63
LIABILITIES DEC 31 1932
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
Deduct items not admitted
3 459.908 99
Harold Osgood was in New Harbor Deduct Items not admitted .... 1,614.634 81 Net Unpaid Losses
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
*1 811.928 96
their son Ralph of Somerville, Mass.
achusetts
last
week
for
employment.
.
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Unearned Premiums
12.640 246 73 Contingency Reserve .............. *3.200,651 16 I
Wednesday
with
fish.
Many
sister
towns
experienced
Sent Post Paid^ on receipt of y»r‘ee
Admitted
.........................
*30.150.894
83
Net
Unpaid
Losses
..................
11.577
601
00
Mrs. Ada Mitchell spent last ThursAdmitted ............................. *32.529.610 82 All other Liabilities .............. 661.000 00
50 cents
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1932
Unearned Premiums .............. 5.911.665 56
•Contingency Reserve (DlfferLIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Cant. and
Mrs.
Frank
C.
the snowstorm of last week. The
j day with Mrs. Susie Maddocks.
Net
Unpaid
Losses
............
*2.416,533
60
All other Liabilities .............. 1.331.585 87
Net Unpaid Losses ................. *2.533.988 82 , ence between Convention
___ Capital
_ ............................. 2.500 000 00 Unearned Premiums ............13.459,658 70
arrived ln Boston
last Unearned Premiums ............ 11.882.336 56
Cash
and Actual Dec 31. 1932
Mrs. Alma Hannon and Miss Leola worst storm of the season was re- Pierce
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Market Values of Stocks) 6.276 833 83 •Surplus'” over all Liabilities isil,993 91 All other Liabilities .............. 6 105.790 63
Miller called Friday on Mrs. Chloe | ported in Portland and many places I Thursday after spending the winter CMh°tcVpito*b?.U.,“...:::::::'.Z:: v^mS 00 Cash
STEAMBOAT CO.
_________ Cash Capital ........................... 3.343.740 OO
Capital ............................. 5.000.000 00
Net Surplus'
5 264.687 66 Total Liabilities
and
SurSurplus over all Liabilities .... 4 825.171 90
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
in
Massachusetts
and
New
HampJ
in
Lake
Worth,
Fla.
Lorimer
Brack)
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
7.539.525
04
steamer leaves Swai. s Island at 5 30 Roy of North Union.
---------------plus ...................................... *27.033.497 49
----------------a M Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25.
Total Liabilities and Sur! *On basis of Actual Market Values of Total Liabilities and Sur
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart and chil shire, recalling the storm of eight ett has spent the winter there witn Total Liabilities and Sur
plus
...................................
*30.150.894
83
Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rockplus
.................................. *32.529.610 82 1 plus ...................................... *31.654.697 18 1 Securities.
years ago this month, which fell on them and driven their car. They
41-Th-47
la£ln,™-Lea3ves Rockland at 1.30 ? M.. dren of Appleton were guests Sunday
the 19th of April, when roads were will pass a short time with their
.T.^fhiven 2 45 North Haven 3 30. Ston- at Stephen Miller's.
^“'.^ du.r to .mve at Swan .
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Sukeforth i blocked and traffic suspended owing daughter in Newton Centre, Mass.,
Island about # 00 r' B H STINSON
were in Rockland the first of the week. I to its severity.
before coming to the Island.
UO-tt

H

\IH\ Iil

AM

McDOUGALL-LADD CO., INSURANCE

Every-Other-Day

F
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week, we are doing extra by making
TENANT'S HARBOR
a report. More than half of the
Well the much heralded snow
The Fifth Grade At Warren class reported on “A B the Cave
storm did not arrive, but it has been
man.”
Street Appears To Have
A bouquet of tulips graces the top cloudy for ten days.
Had
Interesting
Term
The roads are getting in fine
of
our piano bought with our jig
«■
— And The —
••
saw
money.
shape,
much to the credit of our
•■
Tyler Building
••
After Taking Five Bottles of Sub-primary. Carolyn Webster, Last year’s class gave $2.87 to the road commissioner and patrolman.
••
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege Mavis Moore and Walter Kenney teacher instead of valentines. This Capt. Samuel Lowe and Cecil An
money has been used to frame four drews have been on an auto trip to
4+<-+++++:"hK"K-+-5-+>^-M"M"M-++++**+♦+♦++•>❖+++❖<• ❖ *++*<«-•'
table Compound
have had perfect attendance since historical pictures. “Signing of the
Boston.
Agricultural
I
Executive Committee to Meet
the beginning of the school year in
Declaration of Independence." “Lin
The selectmen are busy taking the ,
There will be held during May, 20 j The spring meeting of the KnoxSeptember.
Several names have
coln and his Cabinet," "Franklin ar
prunlng and grafting demonstrations Lincoln County Farm Bureau execubeen added to the dental honor roll riving in France," Washington valuation and assessing the taxes.
An estimated crowd of 40,7 people
ln tho county. The method of prun- tive committee will be held at the
during the two winter terms, making
arriving for his inauguration in attended the boxing and wrestling
lng young trees will be shown by ' Baptist vestry, Damariscotta Weda complete list of 37 children out of
New York.” They are small, but match held here Wednesday evenini;
County Agent Wentworth; also the | nesday, Apr!' 26. Members of the
the 45 enrolled in the room since
full of interest.
last week.
latest method of grafting which in- committee are: Luther Carney,
January, whose teeth are now In
We have been reading an English ' Mrs. Elmer Allen visited friends and
eludes the new waxed cloth.
1 Sheepscott, president; Henry Keller,
good condition. The class room
History story book of 1485. "Tne relatives in Rockland Wednesday
• • • •
West Rockport, vice president- secregrowth record shows 100 per cent
Red Rose of Dunmore." It was very- and Thursday of last week .
The apple fruit fly and blueberry ; tary and treasurer, Ralph Conant,
Improvement in weight and height
exciting and interesting. Maxine is ] Mrs. Harry Paterson, Miss Mabel
maggot traps which were constructed Rockland; agricultural economics, E
since September.
reading a sequel, and by the intense- Barter. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Allen,
and baited last fall at the farm of c Teague, Warren; clothing, Mrs.
• • • •
look of expectancy on her face one Henry Allen and Arthur Slingsby
Oeorge Payson in East Union will be j sidAey ^,ans Wiscasset; clubs, Mrs.
Fifth Grade
afternoon
we think she must have j were Rockland visitors Thursday
watched closely thia year for the ar- Norris Waltz, Damariscotta; crops
Although we have not written
been in England for awhile.
rival of the two pests. As soon as ; s„d forestry, Vellis Weaver, Orffs
evening.
items for our scrap-books for a long
There was no sign of "depression"
they appear notices will be sent to all Corner; dairy, Ralph Cripps, Camden;
Five days last week of southwest
Work had been scarce
time, we have not been idle. Some
in our rcom last Tuesday. Virginia winds and cloudy weather, but no
orchardists and blueberry growers fcods Mrs N B Hap(dns. Camden;
times our room is such a busy place
for George Johnson, carpenter,
Accardi
was
presenting
teachers
and
who have enrolled for this service, orchard. Lon Jewett, Head Tide;
snow and none ln eastern Maine as
“I am a registered nurse. For three that the day is not long enough to
but he knew he was as likely as anyone to get
pupils with hundred dollar bills. far as we can learn.
Anyone desiring thia information poultry. Harry Waterman. South years I was too run-down to work. My ' accomplish all we intended,
Miry
C
----Informed
us
she
had
six
a job when one was to be had. Hc left his
from the Extension Service should get Thomaston; home management Mrs
Charlie
Morris
has
traded
his
auto
condition improved wonderfully after
Last January one of our good
ln touch with County Agent Went- Nina Carroll. Rockport
telephone number with contractors, and from
taking five bottles of Lydia E. Pink- | friends,
(Mrs. Nina Beverage• hundred dollars in ip’.ay* money.
truck with Rockland parties for a
Bill Cummings brought a hundred new Chevrolet truck.
worth.
brought us 250 lovely pictures which
George Lcrd, County Agent leader. La.m’!?’Ttab‘e 5.?mp0U“d; ?
time to time got caUs for short jobs.
• • • •
.nd Miss Estelle Nason, State Home creased my appetite, quieted my we decided to make into jigsaw puz dollar Confederate scrip to class, one
Some of the Eastern Star mem
At this time of year many are con Demonstration Agent Leader Orono, nerves, improved my digestion and
Thc other night one of his old employers
day last week.
bers organized a sewing club at their
zles. We sold- many and bought the
sidering starting a home vegetable W'h be present.
relieved sleeplessness. I am glad to tell
called him and told him to report in thc
The monkey which was a member rooms Friday evening. There was
Twice-55-Song Book.
We thank
gaiden. And what to use for fertili
any
woman
what
a
splendid
medicine
of
our
class
for
a
few
weeks,
has
morning on a job that will last for some time.
There will bc repert-s by project
a large attendance and supper was
zer? First the land should be tested leaders on work started and under this is.”—Clara A. Sabin, 195 Amity Mr. Annis and Mr. Kittredge for been taken home. The Hollywood
served.
cutting our puzzles so cheaply
Men who can bc reached by telephone get
for acidity and if results show a pH6 way. Reports on State Farm Bureau St., Brooklyn, New York.
monkeys when they escaped threw
Miss Janet Smith is spending a few
You can depend upon a medicine Then we sold pictures and gave Mr. plaster and sticks at their keepers,
crbelow, some lime should be appUedFedprati011 wU,
mad>. by £ E
jobs first, and more of them. One extra
days
with
her
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
i Co mt lit tr ra/Z »«r
which has the written endorsement of Flanders $1.20 to paint our black
and worked into the soU. Manure to , Carney and
Nina Carro„ reprp
day's work will pay for your tele
but ours being a water-monkey was Murdock Smith She is a graduate of
timiHrlt Offlit tudoy
boards. We are planning a "ther
which has been added some super- ;entatlvw u lhc sUtP meetlng held m more than half a million women.
better behaved.
phone for a month or longer.
<« ad about urlitt.
Lewiston Hospital.
mometer
sale,
”
in
order
to
buy
paint
phosphate makes a very good com- I Marcj,
Virginia
Nelson
brought
a
star

Mrs
Henry
Allen.
Charlene
and
scotta, reports that sewing bags, bu for the remainder of our black
Unation. Some mixed fertilizers Financla! arrangements for the
fish and a basket made from an Elaine spent Easter with her parents
thould be used for starting the vege- ycar wU1
^e.
com. reau scarf and a jumper dress were boards. Anyone in need of a ther armadillo for us to see.
in Rockland.
NSW BXttLAXB TLIP.$»H«.NE ,s. TELEGHAPH < 4I.MPAA V
werked cn at the last regular meet mometer will be supplied on receipt
tables, either a 4-8-4 or a 4-8-7 has
Wjll be appointed for a field
26 SCHOOL STREET
KIM KI.AMI, ME.
TELEPHONE «9<M
We think Ruth P. spends most of
Mrs.
Libby
Barter
is
Ul.
ing.
In
previous
meetings
the
leader.
of five cents. We also have two old- ,
teen lour.d very .satisfactory for the
or au,o tour and annual
her
time
In
Aunt
Sade's
attic
—
be

Uncle
Jimmie
Henderson
has
been
Mrs. Celia Bragdon. showed the girls fashioned picture frames, a small
home garden. Applications of the ,
. . • •
i;ow to make holders, aprons, darns carpenter-apron, two yellow can cause of the tre&stves she finds. spending a few days with Capt Mur
above fertilizer during the growing j
With the Homes
ond do the different decorative dles, three caps, fans .clothes The latest was a style-book of 30 phy.
season have been found very satisfac- |
The Easter concert at the BaptLst
Miss Therese Wood. State foods stitches. These articles were taken pin apron, metal picture frames, and years ago that our dolls might be
tory for many vegetables.
Church was well attended and much
: peciallst, will be at Camden, Thurs- up for the subject matter after the many other unusual things for sale. properly outfitted in their play.
We received a letter from Marion credit is due the teachers for their
Apple and fruit trees arrived this !
April ?l. tc hold a meeting on regular business meeting.
We have had two playlets this
Armata. She wrote that the chil work ot training the children.
week, bought through the Farm , gcod nutrition for the family. The
term, using them with morning ex
Friends of Mrs. Ida Rivers are
Handicraft subjects are now inter- ercises. Every child had a part. dren in her class in East Boston did
Bureau Pool. All men reported ex meeting will be held in the Orange
j hall at 10 30 The purpose of this I esting the members of the Hope
pleased to see her ahle to be out
not
know
where
to
find
Canada
on
ceptionally fine trees; 550 trees weir i
The other grades were our audience.
I project is to stress the essentials of HaPP>’ Farmers’ Club. At a recent Many of the mothers came, and this the n-.ap also they received instruc again.
bought this year In the county.
At the Baptist Church tonight,
Howard Coose of Hope has ordered an
<Uet. and the food needs meeting a water wheel was set to work also added a different touch to the tion over the radio twice a week.
a five-pound package of the new ol Persons of different ages. Over- ln the brook. In previous meetings situation. One day a piano teacher, She said the school was much dif Thursday, there will be a Bible drama
Caucasian Bees These bees originat- wei«ht or underweight diet sugges- N- p Barrett, their leader, has shown Mrs. Leach, came and wasn't that a ferent. her teacher's name was Miss put on by the Littlefield Memorial
Church school, "The Triumph of
Dumphy. We miss you. Marion..
ed in Russia and work in much cooler , llon-s wm ** «lven- Mrs Myrtle Blake bow to make ax handles and sphee Joyous day for Irma!
Irma
Lcve.”
Stanley
Farnham
drew
a
picture
weather Lhan the Italian Thev are I “ Ule chairman of Camden cou.mun- ' r°PC’ according to a report received
gray^h bTack. lhe b^ are Lrtng lly’
Mlldr^ Sheldon, tends from the secretary. Quentin Barrett, Thompson and her mother played
Friday night at 6 o'clock the Tigers
of "Edward Dunmore" on our
a duet, which was enjoyed verywill serve supper to the Bears, winners
black-board.
Charlotte
Staples
sold
cidered through a state pool started Project leader, is planning a square
Judging ribbons have been awarded much.
several puzzles for us. One ladv of the baseball contest, at Masonic
by County Agent Lovejoy t York Itieal for health to be served at neon.
! to 23 judging champions up to A mil
I
• • • •
hall. Note the change In the time.
Virginia
Nelson
wore
a
real
Norbou«ht six puzzle? Stuart MacA1’
County....
I A bread demonstration is to be 15- Happy Home Handy Helpers, and
man
gave
us
a
map.
You
see
we
A pruning demonstrat.cn will be
“>
<-« Club girls at Mrs. Twin Village 4-H Clubs of Dam.iri- wegian costume and carried a doll, have many kind friends.
RAZORVILLE
held Saturday at Luther Carney s Bertha Howe’s home at Union Satur- 'CoMa^Ambiticus Maids :oflUnion and which came all the way from Nor
We have had 25 visitors this term.
Wi'bur Pitman wal family attended
Light»
.
,lnSheepscott at „9 a.m.
i dav. npni
Anril 29 oybvmM'«
iawienee
hnmp| Pine Tree Girls 4-H Club of South way. last fall. The plays were “The
farm
i ca>
.ss Law
<ence, nome
Not absent: Arlene Blood. Daphine church at West Washington Easter
Battle,"
and
"The
Doll
Shop."
The
hwtantty!
....
. demonstration agent. A loaf of bread Thomaston have each held two Ji dgCarter. William Clough, William Sunday.
Orchardists of Hope p'snto make | and several varieties of yeast rolls will ln* contests The recent judging first was a battle between good and
Cummings, Kathryn Dean. Kathleen
Mrs Clara Clark who has spent the
‘.heir own lime sulphur this year. A | be made. Mrs. Berthe Meservey is champions are Howard Tisdale 3nd bad foods. Many minutes were
Dean, Richard Donohue, Harry winter with her daughter at Stick
akes roning
spent
after
and
out
of
school
making
lhe
leader
of
the
4-H
girl
;
Mildred
Elwell
of
Orff
’
s
Comer.
Mardemonstration will be held Tuesday
. . . .
| jorie Orff of Jefferson, Celia Crowley swords and shields, which had to Graves, Fred Grover, Harold Heal, ney Corner has returned to her home
at Hope Coiner by County Agent ’t>
—
’
Cut*
Ironiny Time Onv-Third!
The number of men and women at- ( and Vinnle Graves of South Tho-nas- be silvered or gilded according to Edwin Jones, Donald Peters. Naomi for the summer.
Wentworth. This material is as effec
Richards.
Russell
Richardson
Atwell Nash is boarding at Mr Pit
Every woman owes it to herself to have
tive and much cheaper than the com- Undln« P*™
Home Week at ton. and Vinal Hardy and Royce the amount of paint on hand. “The
one of these irons that saves het health,
Doll Shop." was a story of a little
Spinney, Irma Thompson man's for an indefinite time.
mercial. E. N Hobbs is in charge of C*0™ this ycur was
26 01 the^ Thurlow of Hope.
strength and gives her more leisure time.
Every week we have pushed our
Several members of Herbert Pres
I were from Knox and IJnco’n
girl who came to choose a doll.
With a Coleman you can do your ironing
buying the ailphur and lime.
I Counties
Total enrollment of club r rejects Each doll did a stunt and the little "depression" plant back Into the cott's family Are 111, and attended by
better, easier, in % less time and at a cost
• • • •
• • • •
to April 15. 1933 ls 482 (57 boys and girl couldn't decide, so she chose bowl, added water and in a few Dr. Plumer.
of only
>n hour.
Testing for pullorum disease was
The
home
garden
contest
enroll125
girls).
In
1932
on
April
15
there
hours
it
has
crown
again.
This
The
Coleman
Lights Instantly .. . heats
Stanley
Jones
who
has
been
living
made in 28 flocks and 19.544 hens
them all. The parts were well taken
quickly. Heat may he adjusted for light or
week is the tenth tim;, but still it in Burkettville for several years has
tested; 20 of the flocks having 17.000 ment date does not close until June 1. wert 93 b°ys and 241 girls making a and were the child's own interpr
heavy work. Sole plate is tapered just right
moved with his family into hls house
hens were accredited. In buying Anyone may enter. So far there are total of 334 projects. This shows an tation. The costumes were designed ‘>rcws
for easy Ironing under buttons, under pleats and along scams.
increase
of
148
proj.-cts
over
1932.
New names on dental honor roll: here. His father who has been with
The always hot point. . . gracefully tapered . . . slips easily into
only tested stock should be obtained 26 in the contest.
by the children and were marvelous
hard-to-get places.
Three of our classmates Marion A-ben Winchenbach. Neil Russe'.l. him moved also. There are several
Fublic demonstrations have already
THE COLEMAN LAMP &. STOVE COMPANY
4-H Club Notes
Harry Richardson, poultry spe- |
Armata. Ethel Hutchinson. Bernard Fl*d Grover’ vir«inia Accardi’ oliver children in the family who will at
■ teen given by six clubs. Helpful
Wichita. Kant.
CUeaao, 111.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Loa Angelea, Calif.
ctalist. was in the county last week j Shirley Morton of East Union Happy
Hamlin.
tend the school at Razorville.
1 Handy Home Hustlers of South Bris Roberts moved away this term.
•
•
•
•
conferring with County Agent Went- i Hustlers 4-H Club reports many busyBennie Edgecomb is staying with
(1R19X)
tol have held three rtemorstrations Bernard got homesick for Tyler
worth on plans for a poultry field meetings. Under the direction of its
his
uncle Stanley Jones.
Fourth
Grade
while Merry Workers of Damariscotta building and one morning he re
day to be held in June. There will leader, Mrs. Winona Brown, these
For a term of 14 weeks, ending
i Mills, Tick Tock Toilers a"d Merry turned to us.
be a special speaker and demonstra- girls have made cocoa, oatm-al,
Nearly all of our children have April 14. these pupils have not been
Maids of South Bristol have each held
lions will be given on barracks house muffins, cake, soup, pudding arq
two. Sunny Side Up 4-H Club of gained in weight. We thank the absent: Richard Brown. Emma
plans, and burglar alarms.
biscuits.
The treasurer Martha. Waldoboro and Megunticook Juniors Parent-Teachers’ for the milk, and , Callahan, Douglas McMahon, Elmer
Oould. reports money in the treasury cf c?rnden h8VC held one
the mothers for the many delicious Pinkham, Arthur St. Clair, Marie
A series of 27 meetings was held [ received from a supper and social |
____________
sandwiches, cakes, cookies and fruit Tripp. About 75 per cent of thc
thia winter on ’increase your income j given by the girls.
EAST BOOTHBAY
they have sent.
class have names on dental honor
with poultry" with an attendance of ,
The Monday Club was entertained
One morning when we came to roll. Orowth is making a good In
We Are Showing for The First Time in This City
150. Over 1300 bulletins have beer.
The Jolly Hustlers Club of Burkett- by Mrs wllham Rodgdon. Mrs
school, we found our fisher-boy had crease, as shown by the weight
sent out to farmers tn the county. vlllo under the direction of Mrs Afthur Stevens. Sr receiving high.
been glued to a seat and need no chart. We wish to thank parents
most of these being on poultry.
Florence Calderwood. have been busy pst honors
longer be perched precariously on th' and friends who so generously fur
There are 81 poultry accounts being making plans for their garden?. At
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hagan are at edge of the bowl, he was also given nished lunches.
kept In the county, seven more than tach meeting lessons are given out lor 1
their summer home on the Murray a real fish-hook on his line, knowing
Arithmetic took on increased in
last year. Several men have airtaay the boys to study. Fertilizers and
Hill road.
what boys will do sometimes we have terest when a price was put upon
caked for them to keep record of the planting vegetables have been the re
Mrs. Arthur Carver entertained not allowed him to swim it in the the written work, pay to be received
cost cf raising their chicks.
cent lessons according to a report rethe W.B.A. last Thursday evening.
bowl. There are so many marbles in toy money. At the close of the
* * * *
; celved from the secretary. Done Id
Fred Osgood and three friends in our bowl that it sounds like hail term Raymond Lindsey led the class
The Farm Bureau membership to calderwood
were visitors at Mr. and Mrs. Robert on the window-pane when the fish with John Crockett, Pauline Carroll,
date is one more than Or total of I
• • • •
roll them about.
lena Cuccinello, Ruth Hammond
lost June. There being 75” menitxrs
Charlotte Bragdon, secretary of ihe j Barlow's Sunday afternoon.
• • • •
Kenneth Jewett has returned to
Elmer Havener, Ritchie Llnnell.
as compared with 756 for 1932
Twin Village 4-H Club of DamariThis refrigerator has the FIRST REAL ADVANCEMENT in Electrical Re
O. B. Oilman’s to resume his sumWe have listened to the Damrosch shirlene McKinney. Elmer Pinkham
frigeration by using the New Refrigerant, Carrene, same as is used successfully
I mer’s work.
concerts on Fridays, and the “Ameri- closely following.
VEGETABLE
FIELD
Miss Birdene Webster who has can School of the Air," on other i The new reading books. “Pilgrim
for the past ten years in the highest type of Commercial Installations, such as thc
FLOWER
GARDEN
I been at home for several months has days. We surely enjoy our radio. ; stories" are very much enjoyed.
Unite States Capitol at Washington, Chicago Stadium, and on line Passenger
| returned to her work in Boston.
We have been changing our seats
The story of Holland has proved
Ships where absolute SAFETY to human life is a prime requisite. The use of
Friends of Norris Dodge are glad on our arithmetic ranks. Last week of great interest, and each pupil
to see him out again, although he is only three could sit in the "King made an attractive booklet, illusthis new odorless, non-irritating, non-inflammable, non-explosive, non-toxic, nonyet on crutches.
Ilardy Perennials and AnnuaLs of every description, to beautify
Row." but this week the row Is full trattng life in this country. Several
poisonous and non-corrosive refrigerant is exclusive with GRUNOW and cannot
your home surroundings.
William Chesebro returned home It is quite exciting Monday morning of the children have made very
be used by any other manufacturer of Ho usehold Refrigerators.
last Monday from the Augusta Hos to find who sits in the corner back pretty posters showing customs and
K. & W. Seeds are QUALITY Seeds—many especially grown
pital
where
he
was
a
patient
followseat
for
the
week
.
It
is
surprising
dres
s
of
this
land.
for us. All are specially selected and aeUpted to New England con
See the 34 Great Features of this Refrigerator, you will find that EVERY
i ing the automobile accident in how much more carefully we work.
Health posters done outside of
ditions.
! which he was injured and his wife reduce, cancel and watch that mis- school hours, were brought to class
Worthwhile refinement is incorporated in the most I landsome Cabinet ever pro
Dependable—Productive—Economical Seeds for 75 years.
1 instantly killed.
chievous decimal point.
by a number of the boys and girls.
duced. Operates silently and at as LOW COST as ANY OTHER REFRIG
Those home for the Easter vaca
For the smallest flower bed or (he largest vegetable field you
We have quite a talented class
as spring came on. these children
ERATOR.
will find it pays to buy your seeds
tion are Preston Barlow, Elizabeth this year. Virginia Nelson plays the seemed to take pleasure ln watching
of a seed house.
and James Chesebro, Carle Lewis guitar; Edwin Jones, saxophone; birds and bringing to class reports
Compare Units, Compare Cabinets, Compare Silence of Operation, Compare
from Maine Central Institute and Maxine Schellinger, violin; Bill of different birds seen. Twigs large
ASK ABOUT FREE SEED
Troublefree
Operation, COMPARE ANYTHING with any other Refrigerator
Weston Smithwick from St. John’s Cummings. Mary Cross. Edwin Jones and sman from different trees in this
OFFERS!
and you will not be asked to buy unless you agiee that this is the outstanding Re
Baptist of Bangor.
harmonica; Evelyn Bartlett. Erma vicinity were brought in, and the
Albert Barlow spent the weekend Thompson, Barbara Bartlett. Wil swelling of the buds even to thc
frigerator in the field at this time.
SPECIAL GLADIOLUS VALUE
j at the home of his parents Mr. and liam Cummings. Nathalie Edwards, bursting point, has opened our eyes
WABAN
You and your Children’s health and possibly life arc entrusted to your wis
Mrs. Harvey Barlow.
Edwin Jones, the piano. The re to the wonders of the world about
WONDER MIXTURE
25 BULBS $1.00
Mrs. Charles Chapman has been mainder of the school sing. And ho>v us.
dom of purchase. Be Safe—investigate the New Grunow Super-Safe Refriger
No two alike.
confined to her home the past week we sing, since we bought our song
Wide range of colors
ator.
with a severe cold.
book,?!!! "Reuben, Rachel” lis our
STONINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Chesebro favorite at the present time.
have a new Pontiac straight eight
Some of the seventh grades are
Maine Air Transport Co. has one
sedan.
quite surprised at the Idea of the of its planes overboard and is ready
The Junior Bridge Club met with fifth grade making a “book report.” for charter trips to the Islands.
Ask For
leYours on
Mrs. Everett Barlow last week Wed- Every pupil has at least two in our Trips will be’ made for five or more
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
Request
It Today!
J nesday evening, gentlemen's nighti loose-leaf note book and several passengers. The schedule run will
being observed. High honors were have made seven or eight reports. begin May 1, making two trips daily,
442
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Federal and Temple Sts.
1433
awarded to Roy Blake and Kather- We enjoy making them and we feel weather permitting at 8 a. m. and 4
Portland, Maine
ine Seavey.
that if we listen on the radio every p. m. eastern standard—adv.

:i With the Extension Agents
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau
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Six
Tired Eyes Overheated;
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VINALHAVEN

CAMDEN

Thc pupils of the seventh and
Mrs. Arthur O'Keefe has arrived I eighth grades in the Washington
from Cincinnati, O.. to spend the | school have been awarded the large
summer at her residence on Chestnut ' gold seal for their health habit
Hill.
trophy, by the Maine Public Health
The Baptist Calendar Club will j Association.
meet Friday night at the vestry at
Mrs. Ambrose Peterson returned
7.30. A special program is being prefrom Rockiand.
pared and full attendance is desired
Mrs g A Smalley entertained at
Capt. C. A. Haughn cf Fairhaven, bridge Tuesday evening at her home
Mass , is the guest of Mr. and Mrs j Mrs Harry L. Coombs is a patient
Frank H. Wilbur, Sea street.
at Knox Hospital. She was accomOrris Murphy has returned from panied to Rockland by her husband,
Boston where he spent the winter' her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
with relatives.
Hutchinson, and Dr. Shields. Friend
At a special meeting of Maiden of Mrs. Coombs will be glad to know
Clift Rebekah Lodge Wednesday that she is improving
Miss Dorothy Cassie entertained
evening, the degree was conferred on
the
2 o'clock Club at her home Tuesa class of candidates.
day
night.
"TTie Call of Youth," will be pre
Tuesday evening at her home Mrs
sented in the epera house the first of
Owen Roberts entertained the Carver
May under the direction of Stephen
, Gushee, for the benefit of the welfare Street Club.
Mrs. Joseph Kittredge entertained
eommittee. An excellent cast, new
...__ cflects. „,in
the Needlccratt Club Wednesday eve
cc.tumes and. ,lighting
will
make this one ot the best productions ! nlnf'
Mrs. Jennie Ewell was hostess to
cf the season.
the Weary Club. Thursday night.
Mrs George T. Kitehing enttrMrs. Rebecca Arey entertained the
I tained the ladies of the Methcdist Butterflies Saturday night.
| society Wednesday afternoon at her
Richard Clifford has returned to
j home on Spring street.
Gorham Normal School.
Parker Morse Hooper of Fall River,
Mrs Marne Gray of North Haven
Mass., and W O. Gribbel of Philadel was guest of her daughter Mrs.
phia are guests at Green Gables.
Francis Conway last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Haskell are mev-, Evelyn Charlotte Gregory of North
ing to thelr residence at Rerkport Haven, aged four years, was a guest
The rooms in the Robert block occu- of her great-grandparents Mr. and
’ pied by them during the winter will! Mrs. James Gregory Thursday of last

Jn Everybody’s Column
Advertisements tn this column not to

!

WANTED

1

‘

exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 i ♦
*
Should Rest, Bathe Them
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sifters
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addiwill held the regular meeting Friday
Long, continued use of the eyes
tlonal lines flve cents each for one time, i LADY of refinement wants position as
10 cents for three times. 8lx words. housekeeper for elderly lady or gen
evening. At 6 o'clock a vegetable soup should he avoided by a rest at In
The good old run did look good to us on Wednesday, didn't it?
make a line
tleman. Capable. TEL. CAMDEN 2440.
If we can get a few days of good warm weather right naw everybody
£upp”r will be served in thc dining tervals, If only for n few minutes,
_______ 47*49
bathing them with ordinary cold wa
will have to tlhve summer clothes and furnishings. We have them.
buy about 35 early
room.
ter from tlie faucet.
Rhode Island Reds
The examiners' report of tlie con
price and age ln first
I»r. Sol Rosenblatt explains In
MEN'S SI MMER UNION SUITS
............... ......
59c, 75c. 51 00
have
you? BESSIE G.
dition of the Thomaston National "E.ve Hygiene and Heat,” an article
Waldoboro, Me.
47*49
MEN'S SHIRTS AND DRAWERS
,
45c, 65c
Bank has been approved by the contributed by him to Ilygeia, that
MEVS ATHLETIC SHIRTS AND RUNNING PANTS
25c. 50c
chef or order cook wantferencea. II. T. PERRY.
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
....... .......................... 59c, 51.C0. 51-50
officials at Washington, D. C„ which It Is the heat generated over a
____ ______________ Uf
MEN'S FANCY DRESS SWEATERS ............................ $1.00, $1.98
long period by excessive use of the
is good news to the depositors.
Finnish woman wants
MEN'S DRESS PANTS . ......... ....... . ............. *............
$2.50, $3.98
eyes that causes them to become
position or work of any
Misses Dorothy and Edith Keller tired. He says:
MEN'S W ORK PANTS
.................
98c, $1.25, $1.98
PPANEN. Tel. Thomaston
46*48
MEN'S OVERALLS
. ............. ............................... ........ $1.00, $1.40
have been in town, called by the ac “Heat affects tlie eyes In numer
MEN’S ZIPPER COATS ............................ . ................i................ $3 09
to know that we have
cident to their father, Dr. B. H. Kel ous ways. Tlie heat generated by
<{1
fertilizers including sheep
BOVS' ZIPPER COATS
$2.00,$2.50
ler. He is said to be recovering rapid excessive use of tlie eyes over long
manures for the lawn, garBOVS' SWEATERS .............................................. $100, $1.59, SI 98
and flower gardens,
hours,
added
to
the
ordinary
body
ly from his injuries.
BOVS' PANTS
$1.00, $159
chemicals. Deliveries
heat; of fever repeated over a pe
Wholesale and Retail
BOYS'
BLOUSES
AND
SHIRTS
.............................................
59c,
69c
Mrs. Katherine Garvey who has riod of years; tlie heat of brilliant
outhern Maine for thc
CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS
59c, $100
Feeds. Lehigh cement
spent the past several months in th” sunlight or too Intense artificial
CHILDREN'S TOP COATS .............. »........................................ $3.75
f.
STOVERS CASH
family of hcr brother. Edwin F. light, and the heat of furnaces over
DISTRIBUTORS for
MFG
CO. On Wack at
a
period
of
time
are
detrimental
to
Lynch, loft this week for Utica. N. Y
Never have wc teen thc prices of goods to be as low as they arc
86 Park St . Rockland _Tel. 1200 __ 41-48
the
function
of
the
eyes.
A
today
—
and
the
quality
is
thc
best
Vernon Achorn joined Iris wife and
ery wagon, plough, for sale. C. A. VOSE.
“Nature provides n safeguard In
g
daughter in Waldoboro Wednesday for
Brooklyn Heights. Thomaston.
Tel
a
a manner somewhat similar to that
,
150-11_______________45-47
-----------------------thc weekend.
of the water-cooled motor. Trans
; NEW MILCH young Jersey cow for1
Mrs James Felt and daughter Ma parent fluids nre circulated within
sale, also heifer due to freshen ln July.
rian went to Clark Island Wednesday the eye, and the anterior surface of
Syracuse sulky plow
EDGAR W
MOODY. Union. Tel. 9-4.
47*49
to visit relatives until the weekend.
tne eye Is bathed witli fluid coming
PRESSED HAY—Wilt deliver ln truck
The regular meeting of the Auxili down from the tear-gland above the
load iota For prices write J. F. BRYary of Williams-Brasier Post will b? eye.
worth was present with his magic ANT. Thorndike. Maine. Phone 4-9.
HOPE
"Tlie
peculiar
special
function
of
held Friday evening.
lantern and showed two slides of
the eye requires transparency, and
SMALL farm for sale at small price at '
Watts hall and the quarters of Bat
Mrs
Minnie
P:per
of
Rcckport
was
insect pictures, explaining their West Washington, on Rt. 101 House
excessive heat destroys thnt qual
newly papered and painted. ERNEST
tery F. CA.C.. have b:en given a real ity; the loss of transparency Is fa
in town Sunday to visit her sisters destructive work ar.d how to control C DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davls
46-tf |
spring cleaning.
tal to the function of that special
Mrs L. P. True and Mrs. Randall them. A bean judging contest was
STRAWBERRY PLANTS for
sale,
Earl Miller has bought a lot on the organ, even though its form and
also held for both chibs. The same growing at Olencove. Address W C
Wadsworth.
LUFKIN 'Roxmont" Lodge. Rockland.
grounds of the old fort in St. George strength nre fully regained."
43*48
H. E. Hardy has entered upon his afternoon Miss Marion Hobbs at her Me Tel. 44-3.
WHEN you nre planning to sell your
ior a cottage. It is about four miles
home
instructed
Hope's
Willing
"NEW DODOE-Plymouth and used chickens and towl. call PETER ED
duties
ns
State
road
patrolman,
WARDS Tel. 806-J. Rockland
39-tf
from Thomaston on the banks of the Wood Lighter Than Cork;
Workers, the junior girls 4-H Club in cars at reasonable prices Cash, terms or
C. D. Whyte and family arc occuBARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch. ..
1 trade. HENRY K. ALLEN. Tel. 8007
Georges river.
j Tenant s Harbor. Me
45*47 Ina eggs, prices to ault the times. ALIs Better for Airplanes
P>nig the Bartlett homestead, coming "How to make salads.
• • • •
BION WOTTON. Friendship, Me
26*52
here recently from Camden
The use of balsa wood In the man
DRY WOOD under cover, fitted, 810;
LOOK! MAY CHICK8 6 cents each.
Miss Ada Killeran. R N„ of Port
The high school pupils arc enjoy_____ _ ___________
° " CRIB ^“j^f! K I Reds ot highest quality, my own
ufacture of airplane models has
land, is caring for her grandmother aroused considerable curiosity in be used by Dr. Howard L. Apollonio week
hatching. Call and see them. Must
as
an
office.
Baseball
benefit
dance
Friday
in
3
a
week
’
s
vacation
from
thetr
TRAILER,
two
wheel. 4x7x4‘, ft., good have our order now. Also chicks of
Mrs Carrie Young at the home of the minds of users of this commod
one for sale cheap; also radiant gas I any age A C. HAWES. Union.
45*50
• • • »
night at Legion hall, music by studies.
Hibbard Young in North Cushing.
ity, particularly because of its light
heater. J. H. MOODY. 81 Broadway.
NATURAL ground sea shells are uest
46*48
Rockland
William
C.
Barnes
Fakers.
Misses
Katherine
True.
Marion'
for poultry By ton. 88 delivered. Write
Earl Miller motored to Farmington weight. It has the reputation of
"MORE FOR LESS" special Chicken ALFRED RAWLEY. Long Cove. Me.
William Clifford Barnes. 82. died
There will be a cake and candy sale Hobbs. Eileen Payson. Rachel Noyes
Tuerday to return his daughter Miss being lighter than cork. Inquiry ns
R I. Red chicks from state tested, ac
values
for
this
month
Week
Old
Started
LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
Chicks. Rocks. Reds. Leghorns, and An- credited. trapnested stock, 310 per 100.
Grace Miller, and Miss Madeline Cof- to the comparative weights of the I Wednesday morning at the home cf at O P Lyons' store Saturday at 2 and Marion Wright who attend
W.
L MERRIAM Union. Me
39*47
balsa cork to Forest Products Lab
conas. 10c each Two weeks old 12c each.
o'clock under the auspices of the Camden High School are home for «■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
ley of Rcekland to Normal School.
Day Old Chicks 3500 per hundred up.
oratories of Canada brought the his daughter. Mrs. Henry Pendleton. Baseball Association.
S.
C.
R
1
Red
chicks
three
years
slate
the vacation.
Small or large lots. Orders for 100 or accredited, price according to number.
Music at the Baptist Church next following reply:
! Thcmas street, after an illness of two
ELIZA HARRIS
more shipped direct to your address by Chickens are now the farmer's best bet.
Francis
E.
Clark.
18.
died
April
18
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elmer
L.
True
and
Sunday morning will fce: Anthems
parcel post prepaid on receipt of Cash or Eggs for hatching Write for prices. E.
"The average run of balsa will : weeks. He was born in Camden, son
’O MATTER how many times P O. order. We have several thousand C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
"Praise the Lord." Watson, and “My probably weigh from 7’4 to 12 of William and Maria < Tolman > at his home He was the son of Mrs. daughter Wilma went to Boston
for Immediate delivery dally at our ware39-tf
tlie escaped slave Eliza "crosses , house office. No line of business has
Faith Looks Up To Thee " George B pounds per cubic foot, air-dry, al Barnes and had spent his entire life Lola Clark Knowlton and the late Monday. Wilma will resume her
BABY CHIX. Wyllle's Strain S C. Reds.
withstood
the
depression
like
the
poul

the
ice,"
even
when
It
is
ou
a
wob

Nevins, by the Choral Society; bari though abnormal materia) will occa ui this place. He was a member of Carleton S Clark. Obituary in next studies at the Perkins Institute in
try business Our "Just Right" Chick One quality—the Best. 312 per hundred.
Discount on 500 or over F H WYLLIE
Watertown and Mr. and Mrs. True bly stage hastily set up for a one- Stsrter containing Oxide Iron, Yeast, A
tone sdo, “Gloria." by Buzzl-Peccia sionally be found outside this range. the Monument Square Methodist issue.
SON. Thomaston, Me.. R. 1. Phone
night stand, over blocks of Ice that and Cod Liver Oil wlll grow them to Warren
Such balsa as we have tested, how
10-6.
39-tf
Miss
Edith
Nickerson
returned
will
visit
relatives
tor
a
few
days.
broiler
size
ln
less
than
eight
weeks
and
R. K. Greene. For the "Evening of ever, was tn tbe neighborhood of Church, also Megunticook Gratws
have sharp corners like packing Into heavy layers al four and a half
Much sympathy is expressed for boxes, to the baying of bloodhounds months. You can beat the depression
Music," the Little 8ymphonv Orches about 8 pounds per cubic foot, lt He is survived by his wife, two daugh Wednesday to Sidney to resume
«
poultry, on the farm or In the back
tra, Luther A. Clark, director, will Is considerably lighter ttian the ters Mrs. Henry Pendleton and Mrs teaching, having spent Easter with Mrs Amy Wadsworth who fell down that sound suspiciously like the rest with
lot tn the city. See these Chicks today
play seven numbers including "Nor weight sometimes quoted for cork— Clarence Taylor of Camden and four her parents Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nick- a flight of stairs April 10 She is in of the company howling behind ln our Electric Brooders. These StarElectric Brooders are priced at 39 65
bed at this writing but steadily im- scenes, this scene will remain one line
ma" Overture. Bellini; "Narcissus," 15 pounds per cubic foot, but this sisters, Mrs. Celia Dailey of West- erson.
each and can be kept In the parlor as
The social hour after the regular proving, and fortunately no bones of the most popular In American far as cleanliness ts concerned. We carry
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Nevin; and 'Melody in F," Rubin figure presumably refers to com break, Mrs. Alice Pierson oi Belfast,
history.
a full line of Poultry. Dairy, and Barn Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
stein. A chorus cf men singers wil! pressed cork products.
Mrs. George N. Crane and Mrs. W. L. meeting of Marguerite Chapter. were broken.
Equipment If you want healthy, hardy
39-tf
Harriet Beecher Stowe, In whose strong Chicks on the "MORE FOR LESS
"Tlie weight of ordinary cork as Hall of this place. last yerr Mr. and OES Monday night was given over
jjr an(j Mrs Irving Wright morender "The Lamp in the West," Par
PAPER-HANGING.
PAINTING
Inside
Plan.
Higher
Quality
for
Less
Money,
novel, “Uncle Tom’s Cabin," Eliza
noted by us from time to time from
today Wholesale and Retail Dis or out. first class work, prices reasonable.
ker, and "Now the Day is Over," tests of stoppers used ln tbe labora Mrs. Baines celebrated their golden 10 frames, prepared by the worthy tored to China Sunday where Mrs
made her first bow to the American order
tributors ln Southern Maine for the VAN RUSSELL. 7 Bunker St. Tel 950-R
44*46
wedding
anniversary.
Tlie
funeral
matron.
Jeanette
Lewis
Gregory
and
Wright
will
spend
this
week
with
Barr by. The scloists will be Harold tories averages about 9>A pounds
public, has herself asserted thnt the famous Elmore Feeds. Lehigh cement
and
land
lime. STOVER'S CASH
FURNITURE REPAIRINO and reftnscene is based on a reul Incident, 1 GRAIN
W. Greene, “Scft Southern Breezes," per cubic foot. The greater stiff will be held Friday at 2 o'clock from her assistants. Mrs. Florence Ouilford ttielT lon Lawrence and family,
STORES DISTRIBUTORS for ishlng.
Inside and outside painting
anu thnt Eliza was a real person. STOVER FEED MFG CO On track 86 and house repairing Special rates this
tde Farm bureau meeting ol
frem Barrby's "Rebekah;" Charles ness of balsa Is probably another the Mtthodiat Church. Rev. Albert ar-d Flavilla Arey. In the Easter egg
Park
St
Rockland.
Just
below
Armour's
Her statement, moreover. Is corrob
month W F SIMMONS. M E YOUNO.
W Wilson. “Consider the Lilies:" reason for preferring its use in mak E. Luce officiating, and interment will hunt, prizes went to Gertrude Sellers last weelt a -vegetables for Health
Tel 1200
41-48 TH. 802-R
42*47
and Daisy Smith; drawing a rabbit, d.r.ner was served to 20 persons and orated hy the historian Henry WilMrs. Gladys St. C Morgan. "All on ing model airplane parts."—Mont be in Mountain Street cemetery.
THERE will be a meeting of the cred
WHEN IN BOSTON—Fou can buy
lian
Elson
who
vouchsafes
for
the
to Dorothy Thomas and . Margie Foo;S Lcad?r Mrs Allce
copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the itors of Thomas F Keating of Rock
An April Evening." by Diak; S T. real Herald.
truth of the original story of "Eliza home news, at the Old South News land. Maine, who was adjudged bank
ChUles; bowling chickens, to Alex on,.rated ,ablc wUffig and serving. crossing the lee."
Cor.-.antine. "Not
Understood.'
Agency. Washington St. next Old South rupt April 15. 1933 at the Knox County
CLARK ISLAND
also at M Andelman's. 284 Court House ln Rockland. Maine, on
Christie and Lillian Lawry; egg roll
Houghton. Mrs. H 8. Kilborn Wil!
Mutt Have Sunshine to Live
This story was told h.v one Levi Church
The popular Bennett dances had
Tremont St.
the 29th day of April 1933. at 10 a m ,
ing. winners Flavilla Arey and Curtis thp ,arg„t attendlRce ever Satur. P. Coffin, reputed president of the
Were the sun to go out the earth
at which time creditors may attend,
read Mrs Maud Moore's poem "Reck
Special Easter Program
prove thelr claims, appoint a trustee,
Webster; pinning on rabbit's ears, to ciy
. iv evening.
pv„.
„
of Ages.” Mrs. Amy Tripp will ac would be plunged Into darkness, re
Mary were present underground railway hy which sym
examine the bankrupt and transact
An unanticipated audience of about
such other business as may properlv
company the soloists. A collectior lieved only by the feeble light of 150 attended the Easter exercises Lillian and Natalie Lawry Home from Appleton. Camden and Lin pathetic northerners aided escaped
before said meeting. FREMONT
slaves to reach Canada and free
the stars, for tlie moon, of course,
made candies were served. Mrs. colnville.
The idea behind thia column is U come
will be taken.
held
in
Clark
Island
chapel
Sunday
make possible the exchange of goods oi J. C LITTLE. Referee in Bankruptcy.
dom,
who
for
twenty
years
main

shines only by reflected sunlight.
47*lt
between people who wish tc
L. C. Sturtevant wiil be here from Within a few days the temperature evening. Pregram: Recitation and Leona iFlcmingi Reed of Thomaston
Friends of Aubrey Pearse are glad tained a refuge station in his home services
trade some possession of theirs for othei
TRUCKING, driveways built crushed
was
a
visitor.
Ellsworth r.ext Saturday bringing would be so low that all plants and scr.g. Carl Johnson, George Baum Jr.,
to hear that he is steadily gaining at Newport. Ind. He told of see goods or articles Simply address the rock, gravel, ashes, lawns graded, mov
Editor of The Courler-Oazette ing J. B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston
ing a slave woman, child In arms, Classified
his tall team. Let’s hope for clear animal life would be frozen to Everett Baum Jr.. Ina Mauon; Loye j Maine Air Transport Co. has one in health at Knox Hospital.
The charge ls 25 cents for one Insertion 84-2
45*47
crossing
the
Ohio
river
on
the
float

of three lines. 50 cents ior imet
death. Before many days the ocean Him. Love Him, sung o\ Mrs Catens
sky anti a victory for Thomaston.
Mrs. Eliar.or Payson is home
1(s p|an£s Oveiboard and is ready
LADlEb Reliable nair goods at RocXtlons. Larger ad prices on application
ing
cakes
of
ice.
When
the
woman
would
be
frozen
solid,
nnd
soun
aft

land
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
St.
Mall
ordera
Mrs. Arline Kinney entertained
class, Cecelia Magnuson. Don Mag for charter trips to the Islands. after spend.ng several weeks with readied shore, he suid, site was Phone 770.____________________ _______ solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
Boards for a partition I‘d like some
Mrs. Louis Cock and Mrs. Perley er the atmosphere Itself would nuson. Carl Olson and Priscilla Mat39-tf
freeze, forming, first, a layer of
Trips will be made for flve or more Mr. and Mrs. Frank A Payson in taken to the Coffin home, where she boards to build a partition. Will trade
Miller cf Rockland at bridge Monday
for an awning or truck cover. Write
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satlsfacion
assisted
by
Ilia
Matson
Offer

Lincolnville.
was
cared
for
and
prepared
for
tlie
liquid air upon the surface of the
passengers. The schedule run will
ROCKLAND AWNINO CO.. 15 Willow tion guaranteed Called for and dellvevening.
14*16 ered Prompt eervlce. Phone 791. CRIE
eartli nnd then a layer of solid air. tory service, with prayer of dedica begin May 1. making two trips daily,
William Wright and friend were it. rest of her journey, and given the St.. City.
Fred Ames assisted by Herbert H We nre dependent upon the sun for tion by Marion Larson and Doris
Scarsir.ont Sunday and calling on name of Eliza Harris which Mrs. — will exchange « R~udd~l~n7t«nt>neou» HARDWARE CO 408 Mam St.. City40-tf
weather
permitting
at
8
a.
m.
and
4
, Gas Hot Water Heater, size 4. stvle F
Stowe used in her novels.
Newbert is shingling Arthur Kalloch's otir food nnd fuel, for plants cannot Caven. and response by the school.
good as new. for a quantity of wood or
his grandmother Mrs Harriet Bur
KEYS’ KEYS’ KEYS! Keys made to
(©. 1933. Western Newspaper Union.)
grow without the energy of sun The special offering was dedicated to p. m. eastern standard.—adv.
^oal. for trucking service or cash order
house.
Keys made to fit locks when
gess.
HrMer
good
as
new
Appl
y
Nell
8
Perry,
original
keys are lost House. Office or
• • • •
light. and coal nnd oil nre only the 1 reshingling the chapel, and the con
THE COURIER-GAZETTE Office, City.
car Code books provide keys for all
Mrs
Fannie
Brown
was
a
weekend
fossil
remains
of
plants
which
grew
14*16 locks without bother. Scissors and
A farewell picnic supper was tend
tribution receptacles were ln the
visitor with her sister Mrs. Alice
Oliver Typewriter, fair condition. Will Knives sharpened Prompt service Rea
SPRUCE GUM
ered Fred Hinckley at the home of millions of years ago.
sonable price* CRIE HARDWARE CO.
exenange
right.
P.
O
BOX
441.
City
form of small churches.
40-tf
The Real Northern Maine Kind Brown in Camd~n, and united with
14*16 408 Main St Rockland Tel 791.
Mr and Mrs. William T Flint. Knox
In the exercise by tho primary mailed anywhere in the United States the Baptist Church Sunday,
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at an umea.
WE WILL trade, at bargain price,
street, Sunday evening on the eve of
Boston's Landmarks
children. "Easter Garden." Alice Lynn at 50 Cento Per Ounce.
new Addressogreph complete, standard Prompt aervlca. CRIE HARDWARE CO
Hope's
Happy
Farmers
and
Teacher of Piano
26-U
FI Addressograph No 32382 for M plates
his departure lo Boston to assume thc
Many of Boston's landmarks, dat was reader; Flo Getchell represented
C. II. MOOR A CO , Druggists
foot
power selector to work with dupllHa'chct
Mountain
Boy;
4-H
Club,
22
CAMDEN
ST.,
ROCKLAND.
ME
position of day clerk at the Parker ing hack a century or two, fit Hope; the scripture concerning the j 322 Main Street,
Rockland
cator. flat envelope plate No 2 less regu
met Saturday with Mrs. Bessie
TEL. 639-W
lar envelope plate; 50 seta B plain tabs 11
10T&S1F
House. After supper the time was strangely Into the modern scheme
124’lt
one Ol Graphotype No 10064 for M platet*
of things. Faneull hall, where Amer- I Crucifixion was presented by eight
Hardy. County A’ent Ralph Went- ____________________
No. 10 type. 44 cap carriage for style M ♦
spent socially. Mr. Hinckley was
lean lili. riy was cradled, is a bus- children. Maxine Allen. Selma Blomplates, complete with metal stand. cop> |
the recipient of a nice gift. Those tlins market place. Both the O1<1 berg. Ray Morse, Arlene Morrison,
holder, cover and 20 extra dies and
—
punches; 30 model B drawers; 10.(XX
— *«*«»**R
present were Mr and Mrs. W. B. D Slate house and Old South church Marion Seavey, May Fuller, Beverly
style M blank plates, stub sec ; 7.0C0. SMALL unfurnished apartment to let.
style M plates, bottom sects; 7,000 style 1 heated, lights nnd water,
with bath.
Gray. Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton. serve as subway stations. Also, there Magnuson. Frances Caven; that con
M blank plates, top sects.; 5 000 frames FOSSHOUSE. 77Park
St. Tel. 740
Mrs. Katherine Garvey. Miss Clara Is a subway station on the site of cerning the Resurrection, by Dorothy
style M. shifting; one lister; one SBC
47-49
olive green cabinet; one base.
Thia m#- ———----------- --------------------------- ——-—
Spear. Miss Letitia CTcighton. Nathan the Green Dragon tavern, where Jackson, Robert Olson. Francis
chine ls brand new and can be bought i
room house with garage. Camden
at one-half the actual price; and can be 8t • t0
Low rent to reliable tenant.
Farwell, Myles Wcs'.on and Henry the Boston ten party was plotted. Caven. Ray Morse. Marion Seavey,
teen at this office any time
Addreu CALL 493-W 9 to 12 a m. or 1 to 4 p m.
To complete tbe picture, a traffic
44-tf
McDonald.
N S. Perry, COURIER-GAZETTE, Rock
officer Is on regular duty on the cir May Fuller, Virginia Graves. Harriet
land. Me.
24*3!
LARGE FRONT room furnished or unMr. and Mrs. Alvah Whitmore and
cle of cobblestones marking the Johnson; thc Chimes were represent
, furnished to let. Apply 55 CEDAR ST .
children of South Portland were scene of the Boston massacre.
Rockland_________________________ 47*49
ed by Dorothy Jackson, Virginia
OUR
JUNIOR
PUZZLE
weekend guests of Mr Whitmore's
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St.,
Graves. Harriet Johnson. Beverly
seven rooms conveniently arranged and
father, Capt. Leander Whitmore, Hy
; pleasant; also two garages. Inquire 12
Magnuson,
the
whole
group
singing,
‘‘Blind Flying”
WARREN JT______________________ 38-tf
ler street.
An
aviator
Is flying ‘‘blind” when "Hark! Hear the Bells of Easter Day.”
HOUSE at 22 Oak 8t. to let. all mod
CONFECTIONERY
A very pleasant affair at thc Bap
ern. newly renovated, six rooms. $20
The Junior pageant, "The Resur
he cannot see. either from tlie con
Call ALBERT PETERSON at Fullertist vestry Tuesday afternoon was the struction of Ids plane or from tlie rection of Peter,” included the
Cobb-Davls
__________________ 46-tf
entertaining of the Crusaders of the weather conditions, such as fog.
following characters: Peter, Leslie
UNFURNISHED-apartment at 7 Tal
Sunday school by the Ladles' Mission rain, etc. When flying "blind." an
bot Ave . to let about May 1. four sunny
Simpson; John. Edwin Baum; Philip.
rooms and bath, oil heat. MRS. A H.
Circle The Crusaders are an organi aviator guides hls plane by means Charles Simpson; Andrew. Victor
JONES Pho ne 576________________ 47-tf
zation in thc Junior department. of Instruments. Tlie most impor Blomberg; Cleophas. Glen Simpson;
FIVE ROOM tenement to let on
Gurdy St. lights, gas. toilet, finished
Twenty-one members were present tant of these instruments ts tlie James, Douglas York; Thomas, Ray
TALL CAN—RED HEART
NUMBER 1-2 CAN
attic, newly painted and papered. MRS
earth
Indicator
compass.
Other
es

and with Mrs H. S. Kilborn. director,
LEO. 10 Ourdy St_________________ 45*47
sential Instruments are a turn in Morse; Mary Magdalene, Katherine 1
assisted by Mrs. Marie Singer and dicator, a bank Indicator, and Caven; Salome. Marion Graves; |
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
tenements. Main. Grove, Grace. Court
Mrs. Leona Starrett, gave an inter also a drift meter. While tlie Mary, Minerva Johnson; scene I—
Sts
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-CobbOavls._____________________________ 46-tf.
esting resume of their winter's work. precision of these instruments Is Peter's remorse over his denial, and
SIX room house to let. bath, electric
Songs were sung, reports made and great, they nre b.v no means per
refusing to be comforted by the other ■
lights, grfs. MRS E. C. GRANT. 184
SWEET MIXED
SLICED PARADISE ISLAND—LARGE CAN
pictures exhibited and explained. The fectly accurate. Skill is required
South
Main St Tel 526-M._______ 43-tf
disciples, when Mary, Salome and
Mission Circle, with 12 members pres to rend tlie scales.
THREE OR FOUR room apartment to
Mary Magdalene appear saying, "The
let. newly made, all modern improve
ent, furnished sandwiches, cake and
ments. with or without garage. Call at
Lord is risen;" scene II—a group ot ;
37 WILLOW ST. Tel 1147-M
45-47
cocoa. Thc officers of the Crusader*
He Waited in Vain
disciples talk together of the events J
THREE furnished rooms for light
are Estelle Moore, president; Ruth
She hail been parked near a fire
housekeeping to let. Modern. MILTON
following thc resurrection, featuring j
Butler, secretary; Olive Rowell, treas plug for three hours. As she un
ALL GREEN
FANCY WHITE
M ORIFFIN. 25 Ocean St_________ 42-tf
ALL I EEN
Peter's
call,
to
“
Feed
my
sheep.
”
3
POUNDS
locked tlie car and got ln. a cop
8 OZ. CAN
TALL CAN
LARGI "AN
TENEMENTS to let. 810. 812. 814. 815.
urer.
' $20. $25 per month. HERBERT B. BARHarris S Shaw of Boston sipent a who had been waiting for the cul
'
TER
Call 25 or 1017-J.___________ 40-tf
prit to show up. sauntered up and
c
day with his parents Mr. and Mrs. H. remarked very kindly:
SEVERAL tenements to let, moder
LOST 40 POUNDS
ately priced. Call at C. M. BLAKE WALL
B. Shaw the first of the week.
“I've been waiting a long time to
PAPER STORE. Northend,_________ 40-tf
LOBSiER
A special town meeting at Watts see you, lady. What's your name?"
WELL furnished apt. of 3 rooms with
ON DOCTOR’S ADVICE
toilet, shed and piazza. 12 KNOX ST.
CRAB MEAT
hall Wednesday evening was organ
She smiled her sweetest, nnd as
PLAIN OR
4 OZ. BOTTLE
FANCY
JUG
Tel. 156-W.________________________ 39-tf
STUFFED
19c VALUE
NO. 1-2 CAN
ized by the election of Richard O. she put her foot on tlie starter, re
“I’m a user of Kruschen Salts as a re
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
ducing remedy and can say they arc
Called for and delivered. Heavy water
Elliot as presiding officer. At the plied ;
ballast
roller. Phone 791. CRIE HARD
"it wouldn't do you any good if I fine. Have lost more than 40 lbs. in the
same hour a federal inspection of
WARE CO.. 408 Main St.
40-tf
told you. You look like a nice boy, past year. Am gradually reducing as
Company F. CAC. 240th, was in lint m.v husband is about twice my doctor advises.” Miss Bertha Waldo,
THREE room furnished apartment to
let, 34 week V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main
progress
Yielding to a superior vour size and very Jealous."
Haman, N. Dak. (Oct. 30, ’32).
St Tel. 1080______________________ 35-tf
SPELLING BV IIAXD
force of armed men the town meeting
Once a day take Kruschen Salts—one
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
half teaspoonful ln a glass of hot water
three room furnished apartment, both
FORMOSA OOLONG
LB.
Joe and his chum Pat arc
adjourned to the selectmen's room
first thing every morning. Besides los
heated and
newly finished. MRS.
studying “deaf and dum alpha
FROST Tel. 318-W.________________ 39-tf
where votes were passed authorizing house stands The town was allowed ing ugly fat SAFELY you’ll gain In
health and physical attractiveness—con
bet.
”
Here
is
Joe
forming
a
let

FURNISHED
apartment to let. two
the selectmen to borrow money t0 build a Echoolhouse on condition stipation. gas and acidity wlll cease to
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK
ter for Pat to read. If you want
bother—you’ll feel younger—more ac
ST. Tel 600 or 211-M
39-tf
against the taxes to be assessed to ^la^
n ceased to be used for tive-full
of ambition—clear skinto see which letter Joe meant to
APARTMENT of flve rooms and bath,
carry on the necessary business of the ^^ool purposes the land should re sparkling eyes.
make, take a pencil and join all
second floor, at 34 Pleasant St. Inquire
A Jar that lasts 4 weeks costs but a
town; also a vote to release to Mrs. vert to the ouchrests.
ANNE V. FLINT. Tel. 1013-M
39-tf
the numbered dots together,
trifle at any drug store ln the worldHEATED apartments, all modern, four
Oilrhrest. widow of Levi B Gilchrest.
Howard Swift, is visiting his parents hut. demand and net. Kruschen and if
starting with dot number one and
one bottle doesn’t Joyfully please you
rooms. Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK
tlie land upon wlUch a former school-1 Mr and Mrs waiter Swift,
a ending with dot number thirteen. LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634.
money back.
39-tt

J

I WILLIS AYER.

j EGGS AND CHICKS •

i

Who was Who?
By

N

MISCELLANEOUS

Barter Column

Mabel H. Holbrook

TO LET

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

FOOD S AVINGS A PRIL 20tl - 22nd
Of T/^ A n
bUGAK brown
Pa„.se 6c
SALMON

TUNA FISH

Two Cans, 23c

2 Cans, 25c

PICKLES

PINEAPPLE

Quart Jar, 19c

Only 17c

ASPARAGUS

CORN

RICE

ASPARAGUS

10c

4c

10c

17

OLIVES

VINEGAR

OLIVE OIL

10c

5c

15c

COFFEE
TEA

BUTTER

FRESH DAILY

BACON
AT LOWEST PRICES

25c

LB-

1Q
1 WV

SUGAR

4

Every-Other-Day
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®SOC* ETY.
Io addition to personal notea regard
ing departure* and arrlvala. thia depart
ment especially dealrea Information ol
aoclal happenlnga. partlea. musical!, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will b<
gladly received.
TELEPHONE _______________ ___ 770 or 70S

Miss Louise Dolliver has returned
to Gorham Normal School after
spending the Easter recess at her
home.
Harold B. Burgess entertained at a
"stag" gathering Tuesday evening.

Miss Winola Richan is home from
Boston University for the spring va
cation.

After enjoying dinner at the!
Wadsworth Inn, Monday evening..
Swastika Club adjourned to the
home of Mrs. Herbert Kalloch where
the members were entertained by 1
Mrs. Abbie Stiles. Bridge occupied
the remainder of the evening, with '
prizes going to Mrs. Herbert Kalloch.
Mrs. Elmer Kalloch and Mrs. Ray
mond Thompson.
The members'
very much missed the presence of
Miss Marlon Upham who was ma
rooned in Portsmouth, on account of
the heavy storm.

A large crowd attended the week
ly dance given by the Rhythm Kings
Norma Frost entertained her Sun dance band at the Copper Kettle.
day School class with an Easter
Monday party, the games and re
Mrs. Oeorge Carroll has as guests
freshments being in keeping with thc Mrs. Robert Webb and son of South
season. Guests were Inez Bowley, | Windham.
Maxine Perry, Lucille Connon, Mu
Friends gave a surprise birthday
riel Baum and Dorothy Howard.
Muriel and Lucille won honors in party for Mrs. Oeorge Carroll Mon
games. Assisting in serving were day evening. Refreshments were
Dorothy Frost,, Barbara Derry, Joan served. Those present were Mrs.
Bird of Camden and Mary Dodge.
George Miller, Mrs. Ethel Garnett.
Mrs. Alvah Spear, Mrs. Katherine
Mrs. William Gleason and son Esterbrook. Mrs. Linton Lane. Mrs
Richard of Union, are guests of Mr. i-ma Upham and Mrs. Robert Webb
and Mrs A. T. Thurston.
I of South Windham and Mrs. Aman------' da Hartley. Mrs. George Carroll reMies Jennie Guptill went to 700 Q(,n'ed many useful gifts.
Acre Island yesterday to vsit Mr. and 1
____
Miss Elizabeth Lynn of Chelsea.
Mrs. B. A. Durkce for a few days.
Mass., is spending the Easter vaca
Miss Lelia Washburn of the Mar tion with Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Mc
blehead (Mass.) High School faculty, Innis.
is spending the week with Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Carrol Boardman of
Mrs. Crawford Gatcomb, South Main
Cedar street arc happy over the fact
street.
that their daughter Priscilla has
Dr. Blake Annis, John H. McLoon. been removed from a cast, after five
Everett Munsey, William Bock and months, and is making good re
Harold Coombs went to Boston yes covery.
terday to witness the baseball doubleLuke Brewster has returned from
header.
a week’s visit with his nephew. Paul
Mi£3 Harriet Trask who has been Paulsen in Barton.
with hcr mother and sister, Mrs
V. K. Wilson left far Boston Sun
Ralph U. Clark, thc past 10 days, has
returned to Oorham Normal school, day accompanied by H. E. Colburn of
where she is a member of thc faculty. Newton. Mass., and A. N. Dntke of
Lynn. Mass., who were called hero by
Mrs. Albion Gross of Lincolnville is the death of Mrs. Sarah E. Dieke.
spending the week with relatives
-------j,ere
Browne Club is to hive a covered
_____
I dish strcper tomorrow at thc home of
The Methebesec Club will hold an Miss Elizabeth Hagar, with Mrs
important special meeting Friday Sietta Whitmore as chairman,
afternoon at 2.30 at the home of Mrs.
Miss Helen D. Perry has returned
Angelica Glover. In addition to elec
tion of officers, there will be selection from Boston.
of a study subject for next season, a
discussion of plans for the ways ana
means committee, etc. Members are
asked to be prepared to take part in
a round table discussion on “How
Can We Improve Our Club This
Year?"

Mr. and Mrs J. M. Schellinger and
daughters, Adelaide and Maxine,
spent the weekend with Mr. aud Mrs.
Charier Sprague at Falmouth Fire
side.

Nancy, daughter of Mr and Mrs
John G. Snow, has returned from
Rev Harry Leach, D. D., and Mrs.
Knox He-pital where she undervent
Leach of Hackensack. N. J., arrived
an ear operation.
Tuesday to spend two weeks at their
cottage at Pleasant Beach.
Miss Charlotte Buffum will be
hcctess to the Diligent Dames tomor
There were 35 couples in attend
row afternoon with Mrs. Nettie E.
ance at the Easter Monday dinner
Frost assisting.
and dance at the Country Club,
largely drawn from the younger mar- I Mrs Her.ry Blrd "and Mrs H B
ried set. Thc Country Club Orchestra
furnished delightful music, the
dance program offering in Its numbers a matched dance using cut-up
advertisements. Decorations featur
ing a color scheme of orchid and yel
low were used in both table appoint
ments and the rooms.

Falcs pkaianlly entertained the Congrcgational Missionary Society yesterday witli 15 guests. Miss Hazel
MarthaI1 gave a
interesting
resume of Pearl Buck's book. "Tlie
Young Revolutionist.”
Saxophone
solos were played by Miss Florence
Dean with Miss Margaret Duntor. at
thc piano.

Mrs. Exxy Perry who lias been
confined to hcr home on Grove street
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Jones, son Ed
by grippe expects to resume her gar and daughter Dorothy, of Port
duties at the Senter Crane store soon. land. were guests for thc holiday of
Mr. and Mrs. Hcrvey Allen, thc occa
Monday a group of boys was enter-*
sion celebrating Robert Allen's 17th
tained at Hervcy C. Allen's cottage,
birthday.
“Camp Walden," at Megunticook
Lake. In the party were, Bob Allen.
Ruth Shirley, small daughter of Mr.
Ho vey Allen, Tony Accardi, John and Mrs. C. S. Roberts, has returned
Karl and Russell Bartlett.
home after being a patient at Knox
Hospital.
Thc exchange program to be pre
sented by the Schumann Club of
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Wilson go to
Bangor before the Rubinstein Club Criehaven this week after spending
andi guests takes place this evening the winter in the city.
at the Universalist vestry, not on
Mrs. Altena Thompson. Mrs. Mary
Friday as previously announced.
The hour is 8 o'clock. Prior to the Jordan, Mrs. Fred Achorn. Mrs.
program, the Bangor guests and Lillian McRae, Mrs. W. H. Anderson,
Rubinstein Club members and Mrs. M. S. Dick, Mrs. Alice Robbins,
guests wifi have a dinner at the Cop Miss Virginia Post and Mrs. Maitie
Spaulding cf Thomaston, carried off
per Kettle.
The Schumann Club will present honors at the card party Tuesday
an "Hour of Music." an original and afternoon at Odd Fellows hall, with
interesting period, which may be Mrs. Eva Flint as hostess. There
termed as a laboratory course in thc were eight tables.
emotions, thc program being ar
Miss Elizabeth Hagar entertained
ranged to illustrate various types of
the Junior High School orchestra
music—dramatic, lyric, religious and
Tuesday aftemcon, the event combin
erratic; even that exponent of ner
ing an hour's rehearsal and a social
vous modernity, jazz, will be incor
peried during which refreshments
porated in the hour. Listeners will
were served. Those present were:
have an opportunity to test their
Violins, Margaret McMillan. Richard
own responses to these different
Marsh, Mary Havener. Marion Fern
emotional appeals. The program:
ald. Melzar Pietroski, Charles Emery
Plano—Valse Chromatlque
Godard
and Flora Hooper; trumpets, Charles
Miss Josephine Snare
(Junior Schumann Club)
Aria—My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice from Dcrgan, Charles Toner and Eleanor
“Samson et Delilah '
Salnt-Saens Harper; saxophone, Meredith Dondis;
Mrs Alwllda Hart
Soprano—He Shall Peed Hls Flock from alto horn. Ethel Hayes; drums. Regi
"The Messiah." ......................... Handel nald McLaughlin; piano, Marian
Mrs. Helen Steam Leonard
Duet—Somewhere a Voice Is Calling .... Ludiwick; also Richard Havener and
Tate
Miss Marlon Simpson, soprano; Miss Sitanley Farnham, drummers. Mem
Roberta Taylor, contralto
bers unable to b* present were June
An Excursion Into Jazz Land
'Plano selections played by Mrs. Mary Cook and Virgin!,, Wood alto horn;
Bolduc
Muriel McPhee, piano, Ric.rard Wal
Old Fashioned Dance Music—Jigs and
dron. trumpet, and Sterling Morse,
Reels
Mrs. Bernice Sawyer, violin; Mrs. Hall sax.
Dearborn, piano

UNION
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Harry Pushard, Maurice Hilt and
WE GIVE
ASK FOR
Osgood Young, with gasoline en
GOLD ROND
S. & II. GREEN
gine came last week Wednesday
STAMPS or
STAMPS cr
DEPARTMENT STORE
afternoon and sawed up Charles
S. A H. GREEN
Plant them now and
GOLD BOND
tlild
410-412 Main Street
) STAMPS
Shepard's woodpile. It was a happy
STAMPS
ROCKLAND. MAINE
have a lovely Rose
Watch
surprise and one fully appreciated
as Mr. Shepard has been in poor
Garden in bloom this
them
health for a long time and unable
summer
to do such hard woik himself.
( jrow
Dr and Mrs. H. H. Plumer went
Our No. 200 Full Fashioned
to Portland Friday and thence to
Boston to spend Easter Sunday.
Mrs. Wallace entertained the
Even if you've
never planted a
auxiliary
of thc Woman's Home
in variety
rose before, you
Missionary Society last Thursday
are guaranteed success with
In Service Weight or Chiffon
afternoon.
these ingenious patented
Ferlil-potted Roses. They're
Mrs. Herbert Lothrop cf Medford
An ‘ Incomparable Value"
all ready to go in thc ground
Hillside, Mass., has been visiting hcr
—pruned and prepared by
sister Mrs. Jennie Thurston.
experts—packed in rich, fer
tilized soil.
Carl Reiver of Beverly, Mass., who
has been visiting relatives in Warren
They arc growing when
at
you buy them, and they'll he
called on friends in this place last
in full bloom in a month or
week Tuesday.
so. There's never been any
thing so easy to plant and
Merle Robbins visited relatives in
Vigoro, Loma, Bone
raise, or so sure to bloom.
Appleton Sunday.
Meal
in
5
lb
pkgs.
Wc have an intriguing se
Mrs. Ellis Maddocks has returned
N B. This line of Hosiery is confined exclusively to "SIMONTON’S ' for Rock
lection of varieties to choose
from Boston where she went for
Lawn Grass and
land, Me. (Thc manufacturers request us not to use their name on this price
from, and natural-color pic
treatment.
tures to make thc choosing
Flower
Seeds
Hose).
easier. Order your FertilMr. and Mrs. H.nry Brown of
potted Roses now, while our
Vassalboro were guests at J. C. Sim
stocks are complete.
on sale at
mons' Sunday.
Mrs. Alice Robbins is caring for
Mrs. Sivio Roy and child.
Never have we had so many delightful r.ew Quaker Lace Curtains to fit your
Miss Ruth Hatcfi of Burkc'.tvilic
home.
is working for Mrs. Ellis Maddock'
Kenneth Esancy and sister Gwen
371 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
Various Weaves, prices from
$1.00, $1-50, $2*00 and up
dolyn of Appleton were weekend I
guests of their grandparents Mr and
47tf
^rerefZJZJZfgrafararafarafBrarafzrarF. J. SIMONTON CO.i
Mrs. J. C. Simmons.
It
Friends of Mrs. Carrie Upham are
__________ ————» ———.
—.
Mrs. G. D. Gould. Watrcn, has re
glad
to
hear
that
she
is
recovering
Mrs.
Emma
Dickens
and
Mrs.
(Mayrina
Ludwig
April
11.
Six
members
| ter's illness. Mrs. Lancaster is a
MARTINSVILLE
from hcr recent illness
turned from Boston where she visited
I Tewksbury of Camden and Mrs. Leon were present and work was dom teacher at the high school in Liberty.
her aunt, Mrs. Sarah Ros.x.
Alexander Fuller has recently sold 1 Dodge of Damariscotta, who with on fancy articles,
Mr and Mrs. G. N. Bachelder mo
Mrs. Charles Ludwig has been tn
tored to Waterville last Saturday to a combination saddle and dlriving seven local guests brought the club
George Overlook has returned lo Liberty caring for her mother who
There will be a Rubinstein Club visit William F. Cook. They were horse to Harold Nash of Camden attendance to 50. Mrs. Ro=a Moyle, his heme In Burkcttvilic after visit- has been 111.
thorus rt hearsal tomoirow tf.erncon accompanied by Mrs Cook, son Sher and has purchased of George i Della Morton and Bernice Paysqp ing his sister Mrs. Mary Mitchell.
The supper and entertainment
at 2 o'clock at the Universalist ves wood and Mr. Cook's sister Mrs. Fred Oliver of Damariscotta the bay proved very efficient hostesses.
Tlie daughter of Mr. and Mrs. given by the members of Evening
try. Take chorus bocks.
Hooper.
gelding Vi-Directum, with a pacing
Roy Light has been 111 with pneu- Star Orange was a great success and
Coach and Mrs. C. C. Dwyer of | rccord of 2.10%.
EAST
UNION
monia.
there was not even standing rconr
Oeorge Green of South Thomaston
Dr. Pierpont Is yet confined to thc when the entertainment began,
experienced a serious 111 turn yester Hebron are spending the Easter va- . jhe nexl child health conference
John Anderson and son Harold of house by illness.
cation at their cottage here.
Dancing followed, with music furwill be held as usual the first Friday
day.
Howard L. Rogers of the State in May Dr. Plumer will be present Criehaven were recent visitors at
Mrs. Evelyn Lancaster has been r.ished for the entire evening by
Walter W Morse of Portland was Highway Department has arrived to and will vaccinate any pre-school I the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fired substituting for Mias Bernice Beechy 1 Charles Overlock and Mrs. George
married ln New York yesterday morn complete the Mill bridge. This work child against smallpox when parents j Spear.
at the high school during tho lat- I Finley.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Watts were
ing to Miss Elizabeth L. Taylor, the was suspended last fall on account ot desire.
guests of their daughter Mrs. John 1
ceremony taking place at the Little cold weather.
The Seven Tree Boys and thc Wide
Abenakis 4-H Club was the winner Awake Qlrls Qf the 4.„ CJub present Miller in Rockport Easter Sunday.
Church Around the Comer. Mr.
Several from this place attended '
Mem is vice president of an insur in the recent contest held with the the comedy drama "A Poor Married
ance corporation, and formerly was In Maids of Maine, and was given a Man, " Friday evening. April 21. Thc Ea-ter services at South Hope. The
that business here. Brother Lions party at the home of the assistant cast: Robert Farris, Jr., a poor mar children all did' well in their songs !
will be among thc first to extend con leader Mrs. Gertrude Hupper Tues ried man; Clifton Meservey, a coun and recitations.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Morton of
day evening. Each girl invited a try physician; Curtis Payson, a popu
gratulations
boy making thc evening a merry one. lar college boy; Robert Mitchell, a Washington were visitors at thc
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Daniels and Those present were club members.
black trump; Wometa Cummings, home of their sen Lawrence Easter
daughter Baibara cf Bangor were Misses Ruth Clark, Margaret Mar the mother-in-law; Mary Pekkanen, Sunday.
boliday guests at the Daniels heme. riott, Adele Hawkins, Irene Under
C. M. Payson who motored to
her charming daughter; Alice Brock,
Talbot avenue.
wood. Marjorie Rompkey, Jennie a little freshman; Thelma Esancy. a South Windham Sunday found his
Leppanen. Celia and Marjorie Wall. conee„ reoorter
Admission is 25 son Merton much improved from hu
* reP°rt
Miss Hattie F. Hall is at South Jennie Wiley; guests. Leslie Undercents.
Music
by
Rockland High recent illness.
Bristol for the summer.
wood. Robert Reed. Archie McLaugh School orchestra. A dance will fol
A brief Easter program was ob
served at the Grange Tuesday night
Thc April meeting of the Scribblers' lin, Ralph Wilson, Woodrow Under low the play.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will hold by the children. There was gooa
Club will be held with Mrs. Ethel wood. Sherwood Cook, Milton Chad
Fisher. Elm street. Camden. Monda5 wick. Leonard Rompkey, Norman An a food sale at Creighton's store Sat attendance.
derson. John Kulju.
urday afternoon.
A very enjoyable meeting of the
evening at 7.30.
David Ervine is rebuilding his
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ayer spent Farm Bureau was held last Thurs
Heman L. Seavey observed hls 87th father's store for a residence.
Thursday in Bath with their daugh day. A pleasant surprise was the ap
William Harris is in improved ter. Mrs. Percy Marks.
birthday Tuesday, at thc home of his
pearance of Miss Lawrence who took
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
son. W. A. Seavey. James street, where health.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Abbott spent part in the subject of “Cake
Mrs. Etta Stimpson is caring for the weekend in Brooks wth Mr. and Making.''
he has been spending the winter. He
Several musical sclccPHONE ROCKLAND 115
gees to Bangor soon to spend the Mrs. Cecil Morris.
Mrs John Abbott.
tions were plaved on the victrola
Fred Hooper motored to Rockland
summer with his daughters. Mr.
The last in the series of card par- at the time £et apart for music. Miss
Seavey is very smart for his age. and Monday of this week.
tics held by thc American Legion Lawrence giving an
interesting
has made several sewing stands and
Auxiliary will be Saturday evening resume of the composers. After the
A conservative is onc who gets mad
piano benches this winter.
Mr.
in Legion hall.
neon hour the afternoon was devoted
Seavey has 10 children living. 18 when Hearst says something so sen
to the reports of project leaders and
sible
lt
is
necessary
to
agree
with
grandchildren. 36 grent-grandchilWoman's Club Has Fine Program
planning for thc next meeting,
arcn and three great-great-grand- him.—Muskogee Phoenix.
The Woman's Community Club1 May 3
children..
held its regular meeting at the rooms
April 11 and one of thc most enjoy
WASHING TON
I
APPLETON RIDGE
able programs of thc year was pre-1
Mrs. W. M. Staples is recovering
sented.
Miss Chrystal L. Stanley was a
from a severe shaking up which she
1
le
roll
call
“
States
and
Emb'cmaTo the Iaxpayers of the City of Rockland
Friday supper and evening guest of
tic Flowers," was responded to by 36 j received by falling down stairs.
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Currier.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Stevens were
members. During the business period
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
By order of the City Council, interest will
the president. Mrs. Ethel Creighton, called to Exclcr by the illness of M •.
Raymond Paul on the birth of a son
announced for the benefit of mem Stevens' sister.
April 14.
be paid on 1933 taxes, if paid in advance,
bers not present at thc previous
The Ladies' Guild met with Mrs
Mrs. Hazlc Perry and Norman
meeting, that the annual guest night
and Marie Perry were Belfast visit
is to be observed in the vestry of the
at the rate of five per cent from date of
ors Saturday.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Methodist Church April 25 at 7.30
Miss Lucy Moody was a Saturday
p. m. and that the Woman's Club of She Fought the Flames of
payment to August I, 1933.
overnight guest of Mrs. Alice WatWarren will tc guests for the evening.
The food sale committee reported Fierce Desire with SPEED1
Amor.1’ Rockland visitors Friday
$6 10 received from the April sale and
were Mrs. Ada Proctor and son Ira
T. E. McINNIS,
eight members turned in the dollar
and Mrs. Winnifred Proctor and
which each member was to earn for
daughter.
the club during the year, with clever
Tax Collector
Mrs. Myrtle Watts who has been
' and amusing explanations as to the
caring for Mrs. Claribcl Fuller and
| way in which thc dollars were ob
infant son, returned Saturday to hcr
tained. The meeting was then turned
home in Union.
I over to thc chairman, Mrs. Bessie
Several from this place attended,
' Stephenson, who introduced several
Some very interesting speakers, all of whom contributed
thc dance at Hope Corner Saturday I
41-51
styles end colors to pick generously to make the subject "Rock
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Perry and j from.
I Gardins” one of real interest and
WTIIIIIir ’""i'*"in',!''!II!lT’,TII!llirill,'HIII
lllllulllilli ild .I1H1.illtililllllullUiilllUllulilulilll
son of Belfast were weekend guests j
No reason why you pleasure.
•
1
at P. D. Perry's.
Mrs. E. R. Rotbins of Camden,
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
shouldn’t carry the idea of
The condition of thc roads has |
J president of the State Federation of
being
smartly
dressed
to
greatly Imorovcd. A few sunshiny 1
Garden Clubs, spoke briefly and ex
With America's mosf
days and mud would be a thing of 1 bed with you—
pressed the hope that this club would
lalked-oboul actress
seriously consider forming or becom
the past.
$1.50, $2.00
Easter Sunday was observed at the
ing affiliated with some garden club.
Mrs. Emma L. Perry of Newcastle
Baptist Church with an appropri
whose subject was "Rock Gardens"
ate sermon by the pastor, and duet
SHIRTS
told in a delightfully Informal way of
by Mrs. Clarissa Perry and Miss
Patterned
shirts also give her experiences in making rock gar
COLIN CLIVE
Chrystal Stanley. The evening serv
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
ice was given over to an impressive interesting variety such as dens, which she said grew to be “joy j
BILLIE BURKE
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
Easter pageant, augmented by con- J small checks and the wider gardens."
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
Ralph Forbes
(Mrs. Martha Griffin of Damarlgrcgational singing.
There were
glen checks. Then there
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
Helen Chandler
sootta told of the interest that is be
also recitations by Gwendolyn Rob- I are stripes that are smart.
Screen play by Zoe Alim
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
ing awakened throughout the State
From Ibe novel by Gilbert Frontov
inson. Jennie Edgecomb, Carolyn
Both offer a pleasing on the subject of “Roadside Beautifi
Directed by DOKOTHY MZNCK
Hart and Mildred Griffin.
Dand OS.Iznick, exec produce^
change from solid white or cation,” and urged the club mem
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
By not paying her debts. France colors.
bers to compete for the prizes that
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
NOW
SHOWING
may be prepared, next time, to save
the Portland Sunday Telegram is
$1.00, $1.50
"BITTER TEA OF GEN. YEN”
civilization without help from the (
offering for the best results obtained.
with
Mrs. May Pillsbury of Camden pre
outside.—Toledo Blade.
BARBARA STANWYCK
Tickets May Be Purchased At
sented her original paper "My Gar
It Is a sign of the times that the
Tel. 620
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
den" in such a way as to make every
Kaiser has quit greasing his saw at
one forget the "tares" and remember
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,
Tel. 3
Doom and has gone to shining up *
ROCKLAND, ME.
only the “blooms "
5tf
his medals again—Dallas News.
II Other out of town guests included

Just Plant Them

s IMONTON’ s

UNUSUAL VALUE!

Fertil-Potted
Roses

SILK HOSIERY

59

1.00,1.25 each

Certified Roses
60c each

Silsby Flower Shop

QUAKER CURTAINS

A

SOCONY
"T
for oil ranges
CLEAN
BURNING

PROMPT
DELIVERY

ECONOMICAL

Notice

WSTOHttR
STRONG"

HEPBURN

Gregory’s

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”

Every-Other-Day
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Eight

1
cardb and dice, giving it tlie atmos
COLBY COLLEGE
phere of a casino.
• • • •
(By E. A. McAlary)
Heartened by the success of their
In anticipation of the 1933 fall I
first moving picture, “A Visit to
football season, gridmen who are Colby," the camera club ls making
not engaged in spring athletics are plans for the production of another
working daily with Coach Bill Mil- movie. At a recent meeting, several i
>ett, perfecting themselves in the plots were discussed' and officers
rudiments of the game. There are were elected. Ford A. Grant, '34. of
Everett, Mass., was elected president.1
several veterans on the fielc, help- ,
It was also voted that the club!
ing those who are newcomers to should affiliate with the Amateur
learn the Colby style of play, and Cinema League of America.
hard scrimmage sessions are held at
each practice. The training period
STRAND THEATRE
is expected to last until the early
part of May, and' will probably end
Katharine Hepburn as the daredevil
with an informal game.
British aviatrlx in "Christopher
Strong" coming Friday and Saturday,
Tillson D. Thomas, '33. of Cam
den. who played behind the bat on faces a crucial dilemma after meeting
last year's baseball team, is a candi ? British statesman. Colin Clive. Lady
date for an outfield position on the Cynthia Darrington was speeding at
1933 nine.
200 miles an hour when she met Sir
• • • •
Christopher Strong, father, states
The Phi Mu sorority, of which man and diplomat They fall ln love,
Miss Marguerite deRochemont, '33. tasting the youthful joys they avoid
and Miss Helen K. deRochemont, '36, ed while pursuing their careers.
both of Rockland, are members, re Cynthia's influence causes Christo
cently held their annual dance in pher to leave home, abandon his
Waterville.
The
evening
was career and forget his daughter.
"Monte Carlo Night," and the hall
For a year they live In their clanwas decorated with gigantic playing deetine romance, when Cynthia learns

of the dcpcsitor's frozen deposits,
HAPPY HOPE FARM
thus enabling currency to get into
circulation in advance of the actual “Brindie," The Cow, Chews
R. F. Saville, Who Advocates
distribution of the banks' assets (in
Her Last Cud Before the
Emergency Plan, Answers
case of closed banks) or while await
Assessors Arrive
How do you keep your children so nice ing other plans which the banks are j
Some of His Critics
and healthy? This question pleases Mrs. formulating in reopening
McKay, who now tells her neighbors:
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
“I happened to hear about
Several critics already have voiced
We're glad that spring is here,
Answering several questions for
their opinions about stamp scrip:
though King Winter was not very
meat of them were seeking more in
those who seek more information and
severe to his subjects who dwell in
formation. The ones who are con- i
to those who offer criticisms about
I this section of Maine. Letters from
Laxative Worm Expeller
demning stamp scrip before they ac
stamped scrip dated type.
through a relative — as my little boy tually know what it is all about are | “Little Rhody” often mentioned
Who sponsors this scrip? Stamp was for some time troubled with loss not being fair. Therefore I am taking several inches of snowfall, when we
scrip can very appropriately be spon of appetite, restlessness at night and this opportunity in answering the were enjoying sunny days or rain.
at times was very fretful, I decided to
sored by private organizations, such try Dr. True’s Elixir ... He began to criticisms that have reached me.
As a child I thought the State of
as exchanges and chambers of com improve immediately and in a very short
Maine in winter was as cold and
Critic:
Not
being
legal
tender,
merce; but Professor Fisher's belief is time he was well ... 1 would never
cheerless as the Arctic regions, but
be without it." Mrs. E. G. McKay, stamp scrip will not circulate.
that municipal governments, general 429A Saratoga St., E. Boston (Mass.).
Answer: Stamp scrip does circulate during nearly seven years' residence
ly speaking, are in the best position 1 Signs of Worms are: Constipation,
in different parts of the State, on**
already.
to execute a local plan, because a deranged stomach, swollen upper lip,
Critic: It is an attack on the gold winter experiencing a temperature
municipality has the best chance of offensive breath, hard and full stomach
of 40 below zero, I have come to the
standard.
with pains, pale face, eyes heavy, short
enlisting the support of every element dry
cough, grinding of the teeth, etc.
Answer: How? The Scrip is re conclusion that Maine doesn't need
ln the community. It is more than Dr. True’s Elixir laxative-worm ex
deemable in any form of legal tender. to take second place with any State
likely, however, that the municipality peller is a pure herb medicine . . .
It is not even permanent—it is a tem in the Union, so far as healthful
may derive its first impulse from a mild and pleasant to take.
porary. emergency issue, small in climate and natural beauty is con
Successfully used for 8i years.
committee of private citizens: and if
cerned.
amount and short in duration.
there be such a committee, it should
To "F M " of California: Thank
Critic: Banks will not take it on
rot rest after enlisting the authorities,
deposit because they cant afford you for your card and kind word of
but travel with them.
\ancc. also take a discount of 2 to 4 thereafter to go on affixing stamps.
appreciation, I hope you did not
• * • •
percent.
Answer: It is an entire misconcep suffer from the recent earthquake.
Both the committee and the city
Fourth: To prevent petty disputes
It is interesting to know that The
authorities should first know their across counters, there might be means tion to suppose that a so-called de Courier-Gazette and my letters
scrip lesson. Let us here assemble the of making change in scrip denomina posit stays in the bank. Banks pay bring to you a bit of your native
points which may be gathered frem tions of less than $1—50 cents being i cut money as fast as they take it in
if we relieve them of tlie next stamp New England.
the few cases now on record.
perhaps the lowest. Also there might ; and add a service charge, that is
Though too young for personal
First: The end depends upon the be a requirement that when a dollar
I tnough. Experience shows that banks remembrance of a California earth
bijinning; and the boginning, in this denomination is passed for less than
quake. I have often heard my mother
case is a matter of — interesting a dollar's worth of goods, the pur pioflt not only from the service
tell about them . Once she was
charge
but
from
increased
business.
enough people of enough different chaser shall provide the tradesman
hanging clothes on a line in the
Critic:
If
the
bank
isn
’
t
hurt,
the
kinds; educating them enough: en with the next stamp in advance. I
back yard, when the earth began to
user
is.
Any
money
costing
the
user
thusing them enough
do not think it is necessary to use a stamp and a service charge at the roll and Jerk beneath her feet. She
Second: The Woergl type of stamp the method that is being used in
clung to the line to keep from fall
scrip <the dated type! is far superior Knoxville. Turn . where thev provide bank is a cheat.
ing. while I, asleep in a baby carri
Answer:
What
you
cal!
a
cheat
is
a
to the Harwaiden type. in which the that where a dollar denomination is
tax (or a quasi-tax) on new business— age nearby, took a swift ride across
stamps go as you please, because:
■ offered for less than a dollar's worth
(a) Tlie dates insure the co-opera of goods, the tradesman may have md the stamp made the business: the yard and back again. Mother
tion cf those who use the scrip by en the privilege of keeping the balance without the stamp we wouldn't have said there was always a peculiar
the business.
stillness before a quake and all the
listing their self-interest. It is to the and issuing credit for it on the next
•
Critic:
The
stamp
tax
is
a
sales
domestic animals seemed to feel un
interest of the passer of a scrip-cer purchase by the same customer.
tificate to see that it passes, lest some Scrip issued in 50-cent denomination tax in sheep's clothing. We all hat? easy, the cow lowing, the dog how
ling. etc.
day it costs him a dollar to pass a will remedy this, plus the purchaser sales tax
Answer: Call it any name you like;
On a visit to California a relative
dollar. It is to the interest of the providing the next stamp. All these
it
comes
out
of
new
business
and
it
had
a peculiar experience. He has
recipient to check up on the passer prevision might be printed in a pros
ard see that the scrip has been duly pectus referred to in the genera! gave us that business—without it we a large collection of birds' eggs, and
as a child I often accompanied him
stamped. Thus, both passer and agre«ment signed by the chief ele wouldn't have that business.
Critic: Two percent a week is too on long walks through New England
lcciplent improve their scrip-educa ments of the population as a pre
hills and forests, studying birds and
tion by daily practice, and the recipi liminary to the issue of the scrip high.
Answer: Not if it comes out of new collecting eggs of new species. I had
ent serves the city as a scrip-watch The scrip might, in turn, refer to this
business. Besides, its 2 percent divia • always to follow like a silent
man.
agreement.
td
among many transactions.
shadow, for if I made a noise,
•
•
•
•
<b» The dated type moves faster;
Critic: Scrip can't be saved—there scaring away some rare bird. I would
and the faster it moves the smaller
In what ways can scrip be issued?
Seme can be put at the disposal fore it will encourage reckless sp»nd- be left at home next time.
the amount of it that you have to
ing.
In California this relative discov
of the city's wtlfare department.
issue and guarantee.
Answer: You can spend it or invest ered an eagle's nest at the top of a
The city can hire otherwise jobless
tc) It is more convenient to have
the redemption all at one time than men with it < on worth-while projects it or put it in the bank. The point is: precipice in the mountains. Being a
Ycu Must do one of these things You fearless climber, he ascended the
only).
straggling.
;ust
can't heard it.
The
city
can
use
a
portion
with
Third: Redemption should be per
sheer wall of rock, and at last
Critic: But we cannot afford to sup- paused to rest just below the rocky
missible at any time: but in order to their payrolls.
The payrolls of large private estab l'.'ant real money.
prevent the privilege from being toe
shelf that cradled the rude nest.
Answer: Scrip supplements rather He stood on a narrow ledge of rock
often exercised by the more timid lishments also can do so.
Loans on balance sheet could be than supplants. It ls an emergency and looking down, noted a round,
souls, it should «as in Woergl* be
made more costly than the next made to any business whose assets are supply to relieve scarcity till other dark object at his feet. Picking it
transfer of scrip. For instance, it sound, but not liquid enough to ob money condescends to rejoin the up he saw that it was a Watch,
service.
might be provided and stated on th? tain banking accommodations.
blackened and tarnished by exposure
Critic: By Gresham's law “bad
In the case of failed banks, or the
face of the scrip, that to redeem the
to the elements. After taking an
certificate prematurely one must, be present banking situation in our own money always drives out good money '• egg from the eagle's nest, he de
sides affixing the next stamp in ad- city, the city could buy some portion If scrip displaces real money, that scended safely. The watch, after
proves it is bad money.
much polishing, proved to be a gold
Answer: No! When Gresham's law 1
plated time-piece of very early
is so stated it Ls misstated, except as
make, a real antique in style and
applying
to
a
period
of
inflation.
IN NEW YORK CITY
When the money supposedly in circu workmanship. It must have been
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
lation doesn't circulate any money lest many years before, by some
S|5O e S*>50 DOUBLE
which drives it out and really circu pioneer as venturesome as my rela
SINGLE
Direction cfE J. Carrol
lates in its place is not "bad money" tive.
Life at Happy Hope Farm is char
HOTEL YORK - 7th Ave. end 36th St. — 1 minute Penn. Station
but gcod money,
HOTEL ORAND- Broadway and 31 tt St.— 2 minute* Penn. Station
acteristic
of life every where—tt has
The special selling points of stamp
HOTEL ENDICOTT —Columbus Ave. and 81 st St. — Opposite Park
its ups and downs. One of its
scrip
in
the
city
of
Rockland
ought
HOTEL MARTHA WASHINGTON for Women - 29 East 29th St.
to appeal to most every business cou- downs" is the loss of Brindie. the
IN CHICAGO
IN BOSTON
ccm and every citizen. Stamp scrip cow. Edgar went to milk one mornHotel P!aza, No. Ave. & No. Clark St. $1.5# up
Hotel Manger, No. Station, $2.50 up.
has proven its value ln other towns 1 in®
was ^Rlf through when
and cities, why not in fUckland. The Brindi? felt the touch of death
important points of stamp scrip that Not wanting a large cow to expire in
his lap. the boy quickly made his
j appeal tc me are:
q
exit through a small window, then
The City As A Community
The scrip will tend to keep business came to tell me that we'd have no
at home where the scrip circulates, more delicious milk and butter from
and if it isn't about time we started poor old Brindie The silver lining
i tc keep some of our business at home, to the cloud is that she departed
It's a pleasant feeling to know that from
before the tax assessor arrived, sc
j I am wrong.
your New York hotel, ALL the City's mosc
we didn't have her tax added to the
New business will be created.
interesting places can be reached quickly
New buying power will reach the rest! But how we do miss that
citizens through the scrip without be creamy milk, and her butter, yellow
Ir is equally pleasant to have a cheerful,
ing taken from them by a burdensome as marsh marigolds in spring!
luxurious room at (he modest cost of
Nancy M Savage.
tax
to pay for the scrip.
*3 a day single; *4 double
Waldoboro, R D. 3.
The citizens as a community will
RESTAURANT - TAVERN GRILL - CAFETERIA
buy themselves new public Improve- !
-----------------Ltinchton jrom iOc • Di’intr Sit antlfl .00
ments and pay for these out of new
ATLANTIC
DINNER DANCING
No’coVER CHARGE
I business.
Austin Joyce of Norwood. R. I., is
Taxation
pending the Easter recess with his
The stamp sales are the equivalent! SlSter M-S N B Tras'-

STAMP SCRIP TALK

East Boston Mother
Tells a Secret

Dr.True’sElixir

Xz f/ic ceate/z

/

‘ "7/ YOMtf activity

441b
45 tb STREET - ID AVENUE-NEW YORK
"A RELIANCE HOTEL"
T. W..L Uonoe-r

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON SIRhhT

BOSTON, MASS.

Lecatrd on Bp .icoi
Htfl Neil to ibe
SCOM House

Just a feu minutes’ walk to the theatre, tuiancial,
and shopping centers.

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath,

(M) up; with bath, **.00 up

Unmnlru Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

of a tax paid bv the citizens ou’ of
Miss Dorolhy Joyce who attends
new business created by that "tax "
business college ln Rockland 3*"’
An equal amount of taxation of a 3
days last week with her
burdensome kind will thereby b? S™**™** “r and
W. 3.
| made unnecessary.
I J°yceMrs. N. B Trask entertained Mrs.
The collection of this quasi-tax will
be taken care of by the citizens them- Rilla Joyce of Swan's Island Tues
day.
sclves.
The Ladies' Aid met at the church
Back taxes will be easier to collect
Wednesday of last week and did a
cut of the new business.
thorough house-cleaning in prepa
Ixical Welfare Work
Some of the projects for which the ration for Easter.
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Stockbridge
rerip is to be initially spent will re
returned Monday to their home at
lieve want and unemployment.
The jobs involved will not have the Rose Hill after spending the winter
at the Cove.
demoralizing effect of charity.
Schoo! reopened April 10 after two
Neither will they be useless jobs
weeks
vacation.
merely Invented to conceal charity.
The Tattlers were entertained at
The scrip, by stimulating business,
will make the forms of re-employment the home of Miss Laura Sprague
more and more a matter of normal Friday afternoon.
The vessel Lillian brought a load
private enterprise.
of grain for A. C. Smith April 9.
R. F. Saville
A surprise party was given for
Rockland, April 18.
-----------------Miss Laura Sprague Saturday eve
APPLETON
i ning. A handsome birthday cake
Easter services at the Pentecostal made by her mother was served.
Church were well attended, both aft- j Ernest Sprague is installing a new
ernoon and evening. The new pastor ( Hartford engine in Morrill Joyce's
gave a real spiritual message at both j boat.
meetings. About 50 were in attend- ' Miss Carolyn Smith is spending
ance at the Sunday school, which' the Easter vacation with her parspeaks well for a rainy day.
I ents Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Smith.

You get

costlier tobaccos in CAMELS

ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
she is compromised. She keeps the
TONSILS
secret from Christopher, feat ing he No risk to patient; nc hospitalization
would instantly divorce his wife. Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 p. m.
Magnificently, without bravado, she
Saturdays
DR. ETHEL CRIE
plans a fatal climax to their affair,
Osteopathic Physician
permitting Christopher to return to
Office TeL 136; Res. 83. Thomaston
his wife, career and home —adv.
15787#

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE FOR WOMEN
WHO ARE TRYING TO ECONOMIZE!

Our 27th
A nniversary Sale
A

Starts Friday morning, April 21st.
AND CONTINUES 8 DAYS THROUGH SATURDAY, APRIL 29th

Its keynotes are Economy, Style and Value
It meets the demand for real economy with merchandise of style,

value and P. M. & B. quality which enables you to practice real
economy at no sacrifice of stvle and smartness.

During our Anni

versary Sale, genuine and liberal reductions from our regular low

prices will be in force in every department of the store.

Our Anniversary Sale is good news to the hun

EXAMPLES OF THE

dreds of women of Portland and Maine who

SPLENDID SAVINGS

would like to save on their Spring shopping.

Spring coats, suit9, dresses, sportswear, under
wear, accessories, piece goods, children’s wear

and men’s needs can all be bought at impor

tant price reductions.
And five great floors filled with quality Furni

ture, Rugs, Wall Papers, Lamps, Draperies,
Curtains, Fine China and Glass, lovely Linens
and good Bedding—participate in the sale at
prices that make it the height of economy to

You can make in our
27th Anniversary Sale
All our 816.50 Spring coats, suit# and
dresses. Anniversary priced at
813.50

All our 825 Spring Coats, Suits and dress
es Anniversary priced at
820
All our 86 dresses and suits in our fam
ous inexpensive section at
84.85
All our 810 dresses on sale at

87.95

4,000 pairs of women's new Spring shoes
82.65, 83.65, 84.65

7,000 yards of brand new Spring silks
* 65c, 85c and 81.15 yard

shop for the home during our Anniveisary.

6,000 yards of new wash goods at
12c, 18c, 23c and 33c yard

A visit to the store will prove one of the most

5,000 pairs of women's silk stockings
45c, 65c and 85c pair

profitable in years.

33 departments devoted

to quality merchandise that is smart and style-

right, contribute hundreds of Anniversary
Sale values of outstanding importance — a

great many of which cannot be advertised
outside the store.

It would require pages and

pages to list them all—but every item has been
carefully selected for its ability to meet a

Spring need, large or small, at a real saving!

The sale starts Fridayf April 21st and
continues 8 days through April 29 th.
It is a store wide event. And Northern New Eng
land's most important Sale of the Spring season!

PORTLAND —MAINE

1,500 men’s good shirts at 85c and 81.29
1.000 men’s silk ties at
39c each
600 smart handbags at
81 and 81.50
2,880 pieces of jewelry at
38c each
600 pairs of fine quality washable doeskin
gloves at
81.35
Misses’ and women’s new Spring blouses
and skirts at
81.65 each
3,000 pieces of heavy weight pure quality
pewter at
95c, 81.95, $2.95
Wm. A. Rogers silverplated flatware at
less than half—26 piece set for
810
3,000 pairs of crisp, new curtains at
58c, 78c, 81.18 and 81.95
2,000 yards of drapery and curtain ma
terials at
38c yard
9x12 ft Oriental type seamless rugs for 829
Two piece living room suites of excep
tional charm
895
Large, comfortable pillow back lounge
chairs for
839
Solid maple three piece bedroom sets
for
859.75
Inner Spring mattresses of superior make.
819.95
John S. Brown’s Shamrock linen damask
cloths, size 68x86 inches
82.95
Reversible all wool blankets in 66x80 inch
size, each
83.65
Smart cotton bedspreads in graceful tulip
design, 86x108 inches
81.58

I

